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LIFE 

Juan Bustillo Oro was born on June 2, 1904, in Mexico City. Although he studied law, he decided at a 
young age to follow his passion for the cinema and theatre, as well as  his interest in literature and 
journalism. In 1932, he joined with Mauricio Magdaleno, to create The Now Theatre, for which they 
developed theatrical acts on the Mexican Revolution, including Los que vuelven (Those who return) – 
1932 – and San Miguel de las Espinas (Saint Michael of the Thorns) in 1933.  

He kicked off his career as a director with the silent film, I am your father (I am your father) in 1927, which 
was based on the novel, The Extravagant Life of Baltasar de Maurice Le Blanc, although it was not until 
1934 that he debuted the “talkies” of Dos monjes (Two Monks), a true box-office disaster, along with the 
equally disastrous El misterio del rostro palido (The mystery of the pale face), in 1935. Nevertheless, that 
same year, he recaptured the Mexican public with Monja, casada, virgen, y martir (Monk, Married, Virgin, 
and Martyr).  

In 1937, he became an associate producer along with Jesus Grovas, and founded one of the largest 
production houses of the era: Oro Grovas. During this time, Bustillo Oro achieved (as producer, 
scriptwriter, and director), his greatest box office hits. They included En tiempos de Don Porfirio (1939), 
the film that launched the general “Porfirio Nostalgia” wave; Ahi esta el detalle (1940), the film that 
christened the actor Mario Morenas as “Cantinflas;” the popular Al son de la marimba (1940), and the noir 
film, El angel negro (1943).  

In addition to making an incursion into comedy, Bustillo Oro also had luck in film noir police procedurals 
and mysteries, where he filmed four films that enjoyed both box office and critical success:  El hombre sin 
rostro (1950), La huella de unos labios (1952), El asesino X (1955), and El medallion del crimen (1956).  

ACHIEVEMENTS 

ARIEL Awards 

1985:  Winner of the Salvador Toscano Medal 
1980:  Special Recognition 
1951:  Nominee for a Silver Ariel for Best Original Story (Vino el remolino y nos al 

VENICE Film Festival 

1950: Nominee for a Golden Lion Award:  El Hombre sin rostro (1950) 

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY 

TWO MONKS / Dos Monjes (1934)- 
IN THE TIME OF DON PORFIRIO/En Tiempos De Don Porfirio (1934) 
THE GIRLS’ AUNT / La Tia de las Muchachas (1938) 
EACH MADMAN WITH HIS THEME/Cada Loco Con su tema (1939) 
HORSE FOR HORSE / Caballo A Caballo (1939)        
YOU ARE MISSING THE POINT/Ahi Esta El Detalle (1940) 



TO THE SOUND OF THE MARIMBA/Al Son De La Marimba (1941) 
DARK ANGEL/El Angel Negro (1942)  
WHEN A MEXICAN IS IN LOVE (THE ARGENTINE COWGIRL AND THE MEXICAN COWBOY)/Cuando 
Quiere Un Mexicano (La Gauchita Y El Charro) (1944)     
CANAIMA-THE GOD OF EVIL/Canaima-El Dios Del Mal (1945) 
IT’S NOT ENOUGH TO BE A GENTLEMAN HORSEMAN / No Basta Ser Charro (1946)       
LOOK, HOW SMOOTH / Fijate Que Suave (1948) 

TWO FROM THE CRIMINAL LIFE / Dos De La Vida Airada (1948) 
ONLY VERACRUZ IS BEAUTIFUL / Solo  Veracruz Es Bello (1948) 
THE SETS OF THE PRINCIPAL / Las Tandas Del Principal (1949)     
MADWOMAN OF THE HOUSE/La Loca De La Casa (1950) 
MAN WITHOUT A FACE/El Hombre Sin Rostro (1950) 
TORTAS HERE !/Aca Las Tortas (1951)    
FOR THE LADIES, ALTHOUGH THEY PAY BADLY/Por Ellas Aunque Mal Paguen (1952) 
TRACE OF SOME LIPS/La Huella De Unos Labios (1952)  
DECEIVED/Las Enganadas(1954)-RETURN TO YOUTH/Retorno A La Juventud (1954) 
ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE/La Mujer Ajena (1954) 
THE PRIEST'S NIECE / La Sobrina Del Senor Cura  (1954)  
KILLER X / El Asesino X (1955) 
FATHER AGAINST SON / Padre Contra Hijo (1955) 
ARM IN ARM DOWN THE STREET / Del Brazo Y Por La Calle (1956) 
CRIME MEDALLION–GOLD 13 / El Medallon Del Crimen-El 13 De Oro (1956) 
ADVENTURES OF PITO PEREZ/Las Aventuras De Pito Perez (1957) 
TIT FOR TAT/Donde Las Dan Las Toman (1957) 
THE LAST MEXICAN/El Ultimo Mexicano (1960) 

GENRES 

GOTHIC EXPRESSIONISM          Gothic Expressionism – derivative of German Expressionism, but with 
Mexican cultural characteristics, including Catholic imagery. Juan Bustillo Oro’s film, Dos Monjes (Two 
Monks) is considered a masterpiece of expressionism. It deals with a conflict over love that results in a 
deep psychological schism resulting in madness, illness, and an accidental killing of the love interest. The 
descent into madness is complete as both of the former best friends who competed for the same woman 
take vows to the same monastery and become monks in what seems to be a creepy order where self-
abnegation and flagellation are the order of the day. It is not a “feel good” movie by any means, but is in 
the style of Fritz Lang’s M, which dives into the psyche of a child murderer, or Weine’s The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari, where horror can be found in interior chambers, both physical and mental. If German 
expressionism reflected “the twilight of the German soul,” Mexican expressionism could be seen to reflect 
the persistence of the Aztec “inframundo” the waning influence of an increasingly effete colonial 
superstructure.  

Dos Monjes / Two Monks (1934):       Dos Monjes (Two Monks) is a ground-breaking film of Mexican 
Expressionism. Although critically well received, it was followed by only one of the same Expressionist 
genre, primarily because the newly-elected president of Mexico, President Cardenas, gave financial 
support to work following Leninist notions that art was to be used for didactic purposes, and to inculcate 
socialist values. Thus, his presidency supported the films that were consonant with themes such as land 
reform, nationalization of national resources, separation of church and state, educational opportunities for 
indigenous, and more. Abstract, modernist, and expressionistic art forms clashed with his administration’s 
ideology. So, Bustillo Oro, along with other filmmakers, began to make more traditional films, although 
there is no doubt that Bustillo Oro’s aesthetic ideas infuse all his work, and even constitute a subversion 
of the dominant ideology of the day.  
 
El Angel Negro / The Dark Angel (1942):        In El Angel Negro (The Black Angel), Juan Bustillo Oro 
takes his desire to experiment with lighting, shot sequencing, mise-en-scene, and camera angles in order 
to achieve expressionistic effects that represent hidden, chthonic places in the mind and the heart, and a 
psychological experience that explores perception and beingness, and asks what happens when you 



represent ontological uncertainty. In El Angel Negro (1942), Bustillo Oro creates a psychological drama 
that pushes the envelope on earlier films that established the horror genre, such as such classics as The 
Mummy or Frankenstein. It is the story of a failed attempt to protect an innocent new bride and her new 
baby from the jealous intentions of another woman. The fact that the woman was the half-sister of the 
new wife, and that the man’s previous wives had mysteriously died of poisoning, and that the half-sister 
lived with the burden of a shameful secret of origin (her mother was raped by a man working in the home) 
and an unwholesome love for her half-brother add not only a sense of the taboo, but also the experience 
of vicariously stepping outside the norms and order of the polite world. Elisa, the daughter of a doting (if 
rather silly) and indulgent father, is being introduced to society in Mexico City of the 1860s so that she 
can find a husband.  Elisa, who is as beautiful but naive, is drawn to the wealthy, but potentially 
dangerous widower loner, Jorge Llorente, whose previous two wives died young from mysterious 
illnesses. It is rumored that he poisoned them. Despite the age difference and the rumors, they marry. 
However, when Elisa enters Jorge’s gloomy mansion, she meets his half-sister, Cristina, who is intensely 
jealous of any attention. When Elisa gives birth to a baby boy, Jorge is delighted.  Cristina positions 
herself as the primary caregiver and she whispers to Jorge that Elisa had an affair with a male friend, and 
Jorge is not even the real father. As a result, Elisa is forced to move away and the baby is raised as 
Cristina’s son. Years pass. Elisa and Jorge reunite, and they decide to tell Jorgito who his real mother is. 
Cristina tries her best to block the news, but is unsuccessful. Jorgito does not believe it, and Cristina 
poisons herself.  Jorgito remains unconvinced until a religious medal containing the Virgin of Guadalupe 
triggers his memory. The movie ends as the three embrace – a family reunited.  
 
FILM NOIR         Obviously, there are elements of expressionism and gothic, but there are also aspects of 
naturalism. Bustillo Oro did not have to worry about a Hayes Code in Mexico, so he was able to deal with 
certain topics, such as murder, adultery, rape, and gender ambiguity with perhaps a bit more openness 
than his Hollywood counterparts. Bustillo Oro’s films were characterized by chiaroscuro, darkness, 
innovative filmography that was designed to reflect the hidden emotions, motives, thoughts, and descents 
into madness of the protagonists. The plots are gripping and dark, and yet almost all have a happy or at 
least redemptive ending. No matter how iniquitous or scandalous the protagonist, the end was designed 
to restore moral equilibrium and provide a satisfying resolution for the audience.  
 
El Hombre Sin Rostro / The Man Without a Face (1950):       Juan Bustillo Oro brings together elements 
of film noir, German Expressionism, surrealism, and DaDa to create a landmark film about the 
disintegration of a decent man into a monomaniacal killer of women.  The film, which contains long 
sequences of visually evocative dream states, was nominated for and won Ariel awards as well as at the 
Venice Film Festival in 1950.  Predating The Three Faces of Eve (1957) and Psycho (1960), El Hombre 
sin Rostro / The Man without a Face brings the audience into the hallucinatory world of the person 
suffering from a profound psychological rupture, while also maintaining the view from outside, as the 
psychiatrist conducts a profound psychoanalysis. Framed in Freudian psychology, and using Carl Jung’s 
ideas of symbols, archetypes, and the narratives that construct reality, the film provides a captivating view 
of hidden inner worlds and their often lethal consequences, as Juan Carlos Lozano is driven to viciously 
kill women whose actions trigger a murderous rage. This film is groundbreaking in its juxtapositions of 
dream sequences with the unfolding action as the police try to find the killer, the chief medical forensics 
officer suffers increasingly disturbing dreams, and his friend, a psychologist, attempts to help him through 
psychoanalysis. Far from helping, the psychoanalysis acts to unveil the existence of a schizoid, divided 
self. At times the interplay of dream sequences and the detective’s investigations seems a bit disjointed, 
but it serves to emphasize that one’s unconscious is a powerful force that has an impact on people’s 
actions. 
 
La Huella de Unos Labios / Lip Prints (1952)       La Huella de Unos Labios (The Trace of Some Lips, or 
Lip Prints) is a film noir offering based on “Collared,” a short story first published in the magazine, Black 
Mask Detective Stories, by the author Cornell Woolrich.  Woolrich, who was an extremely prolific author of 
“noir” novels, short stories, and film adaptations, differentiated himself from other writers of pulp fiction, 
detective novels, or “noir,” by avoiding the “hard-boiled detective” aspects and focusing more on the 
experience of the being and living in a twilight netherworld of dread, abuse, and above all, knowing a 
reality that the world at large neither sees nor accepts. Further, Woolrich’s protagonists are often the frail, 
vulnerable, and marginalized who are not likely to be believed in the first place. In La Huella de unos 



labios, the protagonist is a young woman who works in a cabaret, El Frenesí, as a cigarette 
vendor.  Released in 1952, La Huella de unos labios (The Trace of Some Lips), incorporates many of the 
film techniques that Bustillo Oro used earlier in Dos Monjes (Two Monks), and in his other surrealist or 
expressionistic films. However, most of the film uses more traditional shots, such as close-ups, medium 
close-ups, and establishing shots, to allow the viewer to enter the world and the mind of María. In that 
world, the soft, yet intense feminine tones of voiceover open a portal into an intimate world of obsession, 
emptiness, and loss, and above all, a ravaging existential pain that triggers the need for revenge.  With its 
“full circle” narrative structure, the film builds meaning with every repetition, and part of the satisfaction of 
the ultimate denouement is in the exposure of what is usually hidden, constituting a vindication of sorts for 
society’s weak, abused, and invisible. María assumes the role of detective, and also an active force as 
she plants evidence that will incriminate the murderer. This is not to say that the film is not without the 
female masochism that seems to characterize so many of Bustillo Oro’s films. María enters into a 
situation of deep degradation and physical risk in order to avenge her fiance’s murder, a fact that is noted 
in the end. 
 
Retorno a la Juventud / Return to Youth (1954)       Retorno a la Juventud is Juan Bustillo Oro’s highly 
acclaimed tour de force of surrealism and philosophical inquiry about the nature of dreams, desire, 
hallucinogenic projection, and reality as it traces the fate of an aging and loveless professor, Juan 
Gaudio, overcome by an extreme and precipitous case of amour fou (mad love). His hopeless crush on a 
lovely, young student, Inés Montecruz, triggers a Faustian bargain to restore himself to his youthful self, 
which has terrible consequences as the young self is an evil, dishonorable doppelganger who ravages 
women and murders people who get in the way with not even the slightest sense of remorse or 
conscience. Bustillo Oro takes the avant-garde Expressionistic work of his Dos Monjes (Two Monks) to an 
even deeper level, one which self-consciously incorporates Freudian and Jungian ideas about dreams, 
consciousness, and reality. In doing so, he creates intelligent visual references to Luis Buñuel and 
Salvador Dali (Chien Andalou, 1929), and Jean Cocteau (Blood of a Poet, 1930). The surrealist scenes 
are typified by oneiric (dream) images which punctuate the narrative of the film, and create a contrast to 
the dialogue of many of the characters who speak in very direct, concrete ways. Their empirical reality, 
juxtaposed with the subjective, vision-based perceptions of realities that are triggered by desire, remorse, 
shame, and guilt. The film is remarkable for its surrealist cinematography and also to its philosophical 
questions that use the condition of amour fou to probe the mysteries of life itself. 
 
El Asesino X / Killer X (1955):        This film is part film noir, and part naturalistic melodrama. With El 
Asesino X, Juan Bustillo Oro explores the dark emotions of shame, revenge, and regret alongside a stoic 
acceptance of the consequences of his own quest for justice.  He accomplishes the representation of 
intensity and film noir by means of his Expressionist techniques that create a world of shadows, hidden 
presences, and fragmented, shattered worlds and psyches. The story is told by a defense attorney who 
tries to understand the strange case of a man who confessed to a treacherous, cold-blooded murder, but 
who will not, under any circumstances give his name or details of his life, preferring to claim he cannot 
remember. While the plot has a mystery and has some elements of crime drama, it is more than anything 
a humanizing exploration of what seems to be a cold, heartless assassin, until finally one comes to know 
his story. It is also a paean to the steadfast love of mothers and sisters, who, even after 20 years of loss, 
maintain hope that they will see their son and brother. Far from rejecting him because he is a self-
professed murderer, when his mother sees his photograph in the newspaper, she does everything she 
can to travel from her hometown of Morelia, Mexico, to the prison in southern California, where he is 
incarcerated. The film explores existential solitude and loss, along with the state of longing for unity, both 
of which are visually expressed through the lighting and cinematography, using shadows and light, 
chiaroscuro, bisected images, and lines and crosses.  The negative spaces, such as the shadows and the 
dark of night, represent the unknown and the unknowable, and hint at a nihilistic vision of existence where 
the only redemption is through a mother’s faithful and non-judgmental love.  

El Medallon del Crimen – El 13 de Oro / Crime Medallion  - Gold 13 (1956)       El Medallón del Crimen (El 
13 de Oro), brings together Juan Bustillo Oro’s expressionistic techniques and a soundtrack saturated 
with jazz and ambient sound (New Year’s Eve fireworks, for example) to create a film noir classic that 
explores the consequences of a chance encounter of two people who are deeply attached to a certain 
custom-designed gold and diamond brooch, the number 13 in the middle of a circle.  The gold brooch 



brings together a gangster and his kept woman, and a meek family man, tipsy and foolish from his office 
mates’ New Year’s Eve celebrations. Raul, whose idealism makes him naïve, stumbles into a very 
dangerous night where he is blamed for a series of murders, and pursued by the gangster killer himself. 
The cinematography, fast pace, and immersion into Mexico City nightclubs, streets, and upscale 
apartments at night set the stage as the viewer relates to the poor decisions of the Mexican Everyman, 
whose naivete puts him and his family at risk. 
 
COMEDY        Campy, with cross-dressing and clear influence from the Mexican “carpas” or tent shows, 
which roughly paralleled American vaudeville, at least in terms of chronology, but in fact had quite 
different origins, coming from immigrants from Russia, and the Russian traveling circuses and 
entertainment shows. While American minstrels appropriated African-American culture and art forms, the 
tent shows in Mexico tended to feature comical subversions of bourgeois values (the “peladito”) and to 
expose the elites as criminal mafias and pompous frauds. The rural cultural values – the folkloric dances, 
songs, and personae were held out as honorable ideals. The charros of Jalisco and the troubadours of 
the sons of Veracruz were two popular types. Comedies tended to take gender role reversals, marrying 
for money, political aspirations, and political corruption as sources of amusement.  
 
La Tia de las Muchachas / The Girls’ Aunt (1938)       La Tia de las Muchachas (The Girls’ Aunt) is a 
comedic tour de force that savages older, gold-digging men who target vulnerable young women and find 
a way to force a sanctioned, arranged marriage for their money.  What made this film so popular and 
established Bustillo Oro as a skilled director not only of Expressionistic films, but also highly popular 
comedic farces was the premise of a young man trying to block the marriage of two beautiful, young 
heiresses to gold-digging scoundrels by masquerading as the wealthy dowager aunt and benefactress of 
the young women. Mixed with the notion of science gone wrong or shamelessly mismanaged (powerful 
hormones that instantly masculinize or feminize), the film’s foundation of traditional Mexican cultural 
values becomes a platform for a comedy that was so popular that it was remade just a few years later in 
Fijate, Que Suave also directed by Bustillo Oro.  
 
Cada Loco con su Tema / Every Madman with His Theme (1939)       Cada loco con su tema (Each 
Madman with his / her Own Theme) is a high-energy and highly intelligent farce from the Mexican Golden 
Cinema (Cine de Oro). As a farce, it entertains the audience its use of exaggeration, absurdity, and over-
the-top performances. However, as in most of Bustillo Oro’s work,  Cada loco con su tema uses 
Expressionistic cinematography and themes from film noir to satirize a genre (pulp horror radio) and to 
pull in the tradition of the “carpas.” The carpas were Mexican (and also Mexican-American) traveling tent 
shows that traversed Mexico and the southwest United States from the time of the Mexican Revolution, 
1910, through the 1940s. The high-energy theatrical spectacles were intended for working-class Spanish-
speaking audiences and as such, they often mocked the wealthy classes and the mores of the rich, 
especially the elites descended from the Spanish who were granted land and privilege during the Spanish 
colonial times.  Thus, they could be, and generally were, anarchic and subversive. The brilliant comedian, 
Cantinflas, got his start in the carpas, where he perfected his “peladito” character, a cheerful and quick-
witted street-smart character who finds himself in absurd situations, often deliberately defying 
conventions of the upper classes (who are indistinguishable from corrupt politicians and organized crime 
families).  

Caballo a Caballo / Horse to Horse (1939)       Caballo a Caballo (Horse for Horse) is one of Juan Bustillo 
Oro’s early ventures into comedic farce, which contains a great deal of physical comedy and absurd 
situations. It was intended as a vehicle for a wacky criminal duo, namely a quick-witted conman and a 
goofy sidekick, to find themselves in all kinds of ludicrous scenarios. In this case, there is a remarkable 
lack of chemistry as all the actors seem to substitute increasingly frantic gesticulation for comedic timing 
and “straight-man” foils. It is interesting to note that the second half of the script was essentially 
repurposed as Dos de la vida airada (1947) for the duo Manuel Palacios and Estanislao Shillinsky, who, 
as Manolín and Schilinsky, are much more effective as picaresque rapscallions than Angel and Inocente. 
One aspect of the cinematography that distinguishes Bustillo Oro’s film techiques from other directors is 
his use of chiaroscuro, extreme point of view shots, and other Gothic techniques in a way that makes the 
genre more faceted, to add depth to the questions of reality, good vs. evil, and social norms.  
 



Ahí Esta el Detalle / You’re Missing the Point (1940)       Ahí Está el Detalle was Cantinflas’s (Mario 
Moreno’s) breakthrough film, although it was his twelfth one, and he had already tried out a bit of his 
“peladito” character.  In this film, however, the “peladito” flowered with all the elements that would become 
his trademark: slouchy pants, tiny brimmed hat, long-sleeved long-underwear Henley-type shirt, tiny towel 
/ rebocito on his shoulder, a long, thin cigar, and a quick-witted, alert look on his face. Thanks to this, and 
the franchise that would follow, Ahí Está el Detalle is now considered a classic, and perhaps the best of 
Cantinflas’s oeuvre, although one can argue that the Cantinflas franchise, with the collaboration of 
screenwriter and director Miguel Delgado with the highly improvisatory genius of Cantinflas, is what 
actually propelled Cantiflas into commercial success. Nevertheless, one cannot deny the fact that  Ahí 
Está el Detalle established the “peladito” as an unexpected hero, just at a time in Mexico when, for the 
first time, the working class would have had a chance to go to the cinema and to identify with the 
subversive humor of the film. Cantinflas not only rehumanized and lionized a significant sector of the 
population that had been reviled for being poor, he, and his films also promoted the view that the criminal 
classes and the elite (who held high social and governmental positions), were essentially the same. Far 
from a moralistic diatribe, however, Ahí Está el Detalle is a joyous comedy of errors and a celebration of 
the “picaresque” anti-hero whose antics delight audiences who recognize and identify with the freedom-
loving subversions of the protagonist, Cantinflas.  
 
Al Son de la Marimba / To the Sound of the Marimba (1941)       With Al Son de la Marimba (To the sound 
of the Marimba), director Juan Bustillo Oro creates a delightful “turnabout is fair play” farce that above all 
celebrates Mexican cultural traditions.  Filmed in the years immediately following land reform, the 
overwhelming sentiment is a populist one that mocks the elitist relicts of colonialism while still suggesting 
that, despite their snobbery, given exposure (or immersion) redemption is still a possibility. The folkloric 
traditions of Chiapas are placed in center stage, and the music, dance, and tradition of improvisatory 
rhyming “roasts” (“bombas”) serve to create a sense of community, unite people, and provide a vehicle for 
the expression of love. The humor is kind-hearted as it cheerfully acknowledges human nature, and while 
the technology, culture and idioms have evolved over time, it remains, like plays such as Oliver 
Goldsmith’s She Stoops to Conquer and Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, universally 
appreciated and essentially timeless. Bustillo Oro uses Expressionistic camera techniques he 
successfully deployed in Dos Monjes and in Ahí Está el Detalle, to exaggerate or heighten the impact. 
Further, he gives his ensemble actors the freedom to work in their own expressionistic manner, which 
allows them to heighten the comedic impact, and to respond to each other’s timings in a way that 
resonates with the audience. For these reasons and more, Al Son de la Marimba remains one of the 
most-loved comedic works of the Mexican Golden Age of Cinema.  
 
Cuando Quiere un Mexicano (La Gauchita y el Charro) / When a Mexican is in Love (The Argentine 
Cowgirl and the Mexican Cowboy (1944)          Mercedes Rico is doted upon by her father, a wealthy 
Argentine business magnate. She is besieged by suitors drawn to her inheritance as much as to her 
beauty and talent at dancing and singing Argentine sambas. When her father suddenly dies, she finds out 
that she will not inherit unless she marries within a year of his death. To escape the pressure in Buenos 
Aires, Mercedes and her assistant, Agripina, fly to the United States. Unfortunately, their plane crashes in 
the Mexican chaparral near a volcano and a hunting lodge occupied by Don Guillermo del Valle, a 
wealthy landowner and talented charro singer, accompanied by his assistant, Nerón. Mercedes and 
Agripina find refuge at the hunting lodge. What ensues is a comedic battle of the sexes and mistaken 
identity as the insufferably vain and entitled prima donna, Mercedes, clashes with Guillermo (thinking he 
is the servant, not the owner), and Agripina and Nerón are attracted to each other. As time ticks away 
toward the one-year anniversary, Mercedes proposes to Guillermo that he marry her. She will pay him 
$10,000 for a temporary marriage. He agrees, not for the money, but to torment her. As they bicker, it 
becomes clear there is real attraction, especially as they sing to each other and improvise the lyrics. They 
marry, and although Mercedes claims she will never grant Guillermo conjugal privileges, they clash and 
ultimately engage in a rapprochement, leading to true love. In parallel fashion, Agripina and Nerón 
profess their love to each other, although Nerón has not yet admitted to Agripina that he’s actually the 
servant and not the patron.  
 
No Basta Ser Charro / It’s Not Enough to be a Mexican Gentleman Cowboy (1946)           Ranch worker 
Ramón Blanquet, who just happens to be a dead ringer for screen idol and popular charro singer, Jorge 



Negrete, has quit his job and is looking for a new position. He is not alone, as his co-worker, Refugio, also 
wants better pay and conditions. The end up at a hacienda where, coincidentally, a young Jorge Negrete 
fan, Marta, has just read in the newspaper that Negrete has disappeared. Convinced that Ramón 
Blanquet is Jorge Negrete, Marta convinces her father to host and then hire him. Her father, Don Antonio, 
is exhausted by her obsession, so even though he knows Blanquet is not Negrete, he plays along to 
teach his daughter a lesson. What ensues is a series of comical attempts by Marta to seduce Negrete 
and by Refugio to secure a “meal ticket” kind of job at the ranch. Ramón Blanquet plays along, and in 
doing so, finds himself actually in love with Marta. The ruse falls apart in Mexico City where Marta and 
Ramón Blanquet attend a concert and meet Jorge Negrete in person. The core comedic conceit of the 
film has to d Returning to the ranch and his old identity as a ranch worker, Blanquet prepares to say 
good-bye. Don Antonio, who has come to like and admire him, encourages him to pursue his love for 
Marta. All ends happily, with Marta and Ramon, and as a bonus, Refugio and Carmen, the talented cook 
of the hacienda. 
 
Fijate, Que Suave! / Look, How Smooth! (1948)         Fíjate Qué Suave (Look, How Smooth) is one of two 
comedic farces released within a year (1948) that features the wildly popular duo, Manolín and 
Shilinsky.  Like many of Bustillo Oro’s films that served as showcases for a popular artist or musical genre 
(mariachis from Jalisco, marimba “son” of Chiapas), much of the film includes performances from the 
artists. In this case, Manolín and Shilinsky perform their comedy act, which included singing, dancing, and 
playing Russian folk tunes, dances, and instruments (the balalaika), which derived from Shilinsky’s 
heritage (Lithuania / Russia), and the fact that he was a part of the “carpas” (tent shows), which had been 
established by Russians, and which carried on the tradition of Russian traveling variety shows. In Fíjate 
Qué Suave, the comedic farce rises to a higher level than in Bustillo Oro’s other films as the “naif” 
(Manolin) is persuaded to masquerade as Shilinsky’s love interest’s hyper-protective godmother. The 
scenes in which Manolin (as Manolita, the godmother), glides about in her elaborate turn-of-the-century 
dresses, and raps (rather, whacks) the knuckles of the groping suitors, is pure comedy gold, as are the 
scenes in which “Manolita” embraces the nubile, innocent heiresses in lascivious shows of affection, and 
instructs them how to dance, to optimize “her” opportunities for groping. In the meantime, Shilinsky is 
dismayed by the miscarriage of his scheme to find a way to protect his girlfriend from the attentions of 
gold-digging suitors, as Manolín uses his position as godmother to fondle the girls, and to inadvertently 
divert their attention, as they both suddenly find the godmother a much meatier and lucrative target than 
the thin, bland sisters.   
 
Dos de la Vida Airada / Two from the Criminal Life (1948)          With Dos de la Vida Airada (Two from the 
Criminal Life) director Juan Bustillo Oro showcases the talents of the comic duo Manolín and Shilinsky in 
a picaresque comedy that follows their misadventures.  Remarkable for its incorporation of the “carpas” – 
the Mexican tent shows that provided inexpensive entertainment to the working class – the film turns the 
world into a kind of “carpa” where Manolin and Shilinsky can perform their funny and often absurd 
routines.  Manolín plays a “dummy” figure, while Shilinsky is the long-suffering “brains” of the operation, 
who grabs opportunities that almost always result in disaster. The duo explore identities as they 
impersonate different types in society, such as trade unions and union members, Mexican mariachis, and 
the elite class, and in doing so, they also make a pointed satirical cultural commentary. In their “Ship of 
Fools” adventure, they lampoon lazy and inept furniture movers who trade union members; itinerant 
Mariachi musicians who refuse to play the songs people want; and finally, would-be jewel thieves, who 
actually foil the efforts of a real thief. Along the way, they mock the elites of society: an upper-class 
patriarch who is nothing more than a useless drunk, a spoiled heiress and her gold-digging husband who 
is nothing more than a well-dressed sneak thief. The film is entertaining, and artistically quite intelligent as 
Bustillo Oro maintains a snappy pace in his direction and intensifies the humor by introducing cross-
generic elements from film noir, expressionism, and surrealism. 
 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello / Only Veracruz Is Beautiful (1948)          Don Ramón receives the news that his 
father has died. He is devastated and feels guilty that he spent the last few years wandering around the 
world instead of settling down and running the ranch in Veracruz. An anonymous letter arrives and warns 
him that someone is trying to steal the ranch, and also that his life is in danger. Ramón leaves that very 
day with his absurdly pompous butler, Refugio, to make the long journey from Mexico City to Veracruz. 
On the way, the find that an unfortunate geologist was murdered because he was mistaken for Don 



Ramón. So, Ramon decides to pretend he is Ramon’s legal representative.  When he arrives at the 
ranch, the villainy of his uncle and cousin are slowly revealed. They have a plan to destroy the will, and to 
kill Ramon, and have the son marry the heiress Aurora so that they will have everything: both ranches 
and Aurora’s beautiful person and fortune. In the meantime, Ramon’s butler, Refugio, is a comical fish out 
of water, and Aurora falls in love with Ramon (whom she believes to be his representative). The plot 
advances through scenes of where the characters interact, and also through delivering messages through 
serenades, fiestas, dancing, and above all, the lively and quick-witted singing game, a feature of the “son 
jarocho,” which delivers witty messages via improvised lyrics to traditional songs. At the end, Ramon 
reveals his true identity, and his relatives, Chico and Don Teodoro, are revealed to be murderous 
scoundrels, intent on cheating Ramon out of his ranch.  
 
Por Ellas Aunque Mal Paguen / For the Ladies, Although they Pay Badly (1952)         Por ellas, aunque 
mal paguen is the story of once-prominent family in Mexico’s elite class who have fallen on hard times, 
primarily through their extremely profligate ways. They are trying their best to keep up appearances, 
however, so that Don Anastacio, their patriarch, can shepherd his beautiful young daughters into 
marriages with wealthy suitors.  Unfortunately, Don Anastacio’s plans have gone awry, as he discovers 
that his gold-digging daughters have bagged gold-digging suitors, who believed appearances (“We are 
‘optical millionaires’” as Don Anastacio put it), just as their creditors have lost all patience with them and 
have started to repossess their belongings. Just in the nick of time, Isabel, the older daughter, finds a 
wealthy suitor and they marry. However, when the husband finds he’s financing the grotesque 
materialism of the entire family, he decides to play a little trick on them, with quite amusing results. The 
story becomes a comical “fish out of water” conceit, while simultaneously being about love, the power of 
music to cast a spell of love and fascination, and the grounding, humanizing value of traditional Mexican 
culture. 
 
Donde las Dan las Toman / Tit for Tat (1957)          Isabel Morán, a famous singer of Mexican ranchera 
music, is devastated to find out that her fiancé, Carlitos, has left for Europe with another woman, and also 
has been tapping into her resources behind her back. Outraged, she swears off men, except that she has 
the pesky issue of the fact that she must marry quickly to meet a deadline so she can inherit her father’s 
estate. Disgusted by men, she decides to hide from the world by going with her assistant, Anita, to her 
ranch, Hacienda Las Animas.  Little does she know that her duplicitous fiancé has sold the ranch to 
Antonio del Valle, who, coincidentally, has just sworn off women after an expensive divorce from his 
wife.  Antonio decides to retreat from the world as well, and he goes there with his assistant Pompín. 
Hacienda Las Animas is a crumbling ruin, far from usable roads, and Antonio and Isabel are far from 
amused to find themselves trapped there. The experience is comic, with absurd situations, such as those 
created by the fact Antonio has asked his assistant to change places so that no one knows he’s wealthy, 
and that Isabel must get married quickly, and the only real candidate is the supposedly impoverished 
Antonio, whom she considers a deadbeat. Punctuated by impassioned singing by both Antonio and 
Isabel, the film contains both elements of screwball comedy and that of Mexican Expressionism as 
Bustillo Oro incorporates chiaroscuro and extreme camera angles in the crumbling Hacienda Las 
Animas.  
 
MELODRAMA         Spanish plays of the late 19th and early 20th centuries formed the foundation of many 
screenplays that often dealt with family conflict, unfaithful women, philandering husbands, financial crises, 
marrying against the wishes of the parents, trying to save the family through personal sacrifice, battling 
corruption, and more. Other novels were also adapted for film, particularly those set in other countries, 
but which had a political message which Mexican audiences could relate to.  
 
La Loca de la Casa / The Madwoman of the House (1950)          La Loca de la Casa, with all its 
symbolism and depictions of female virtue, with nurturing and kind-hearted Mother Superior, and a brood 
of immaculately draped novice nuns in their white habits and soft voices, also directly addresses the 
sordid practice of “selling” a daughter into an “arranged” marriage of convenience that conveniently 
rescues a family from impecunity (usually a result of generations of privilege and entitlement). It is a world 
where unmarried older aunts are considered as having been passed over as undesirable, and the 
childless woman, no matter how industrious or virtuous, has a limited amount of agency, and almost no 
ability to exert influence in a patriarchal culture. The apogee of her power and influence occurs when she 



is pregnant with her first child; the patriarchal, patrilineal social order requires a child for its very 
existence, and so she can use her ability to give birth to negotiate, even in areas where earlier she would 
not have been allowed admittance.  
 
Acá Las Tortas / Sandwiches Here! (1951)         Aca Las Tortas juxtaposes the presence of nuns, a 
convent, and elements of worship in the Catholic church with a self-made businessman who constantly 
expresses his rules for living and his moral code. One is an institutional source of codified virtue, while the 
other is a secular source of virtue, where the self-made man also creates a self-made code of virtue. José 
María Cruz’s self-made code of virtue include such ideas as a) Never give money for nothing; b) always 
speak the truth; c) be frank and tell it like you see it; and d) believe in yourself (“I’m always right!”). His 
truth and moral code (including virtues), are socially constructed, which is to say that although they seem 
to suggest an essentialist approach to reality, they are actually informed by practice (praxis), and as such, 
virtue and the meaning of virtue as ultimately phenomenal; they arise in the phenomenal world, as a 
consequence of interactions and experience. 
 
Las Enganadas / The Deceived (1954)          Based on the three-act play, Mi Vida es Mia, by Augosto 
Martinez Olmedilla, Las Engañadas tells the story of Elisa, a vulnerable young woman, orphaned as a 
child, with no protectors except Nachita, the servant who loves her as a daughter.  Naïve, Elisa falls prey 
unscrupulous men. She never suspects that her "fiance" has arranged a sham marriage where the 
"priest" is a drunkard and the "best man" and "maid of honor" are part of a world where wealthy men of 
privilege like to keep a "love nest" with women they find attractive but could never marry. When Elisa 
discovers the truth, she sinks into a depression because she is pregnant. After Felipito is born, Felipe 
pays regular visits but never mentions righting the wrong. Eventually Felipe marries a woman from a 
wealthy family, and insists that Felipito live with him and his strict mother Doña Carlota. Elisa earns a 
living as a seamstress, with the help of Nachita, but longs to have Felipito at home with her. She also 
clings to her love for Felipe, her “only husband in the eyes of God.” After Felipe’s wife is killed in a car 
accident, Felipe’s mother, who has always admired Elisa’s dignity and high moral values, insists that 
Felipe marry her and they are a family at last. 
 
La Mujer Ajena / Another Man’s Wife (1954)          Augusta is a beautiful, but insecure, young woman who 
married Tomas, a man many years older because she valued security. After years of a barren, loveless 
marriage, she plunges into a torrid, highly dramatic affair with Federico, a young friend of her husband 
who is at least 20 years younger than Augusta. Federico is addicted to gambling and often goes on 
drinking binges when things to do not work out for him. His addictions and self-loathing make him weak, 
and Augusta manipulates him to satisfy her cravings for affection. He can’t satisfy her, and she accuses 
Federico of being in love with someone else, namely the loyal young woman, Leonor, who is like a sister 
to Federico.  In the meantime, Tomas knows that something duplicitous is going on, but he wants 
Augusta to tell him and confess rather than having to confront her. He tells himself that if she admits her 
sins, he will forgive her. Through this, Federico feels very guilty about betraying his good friend. He 
avoids Augusta, which puts her into an emotional tailspin. She confronts Tomas and demands to know 
why he has always treated her as though she were his inferior; he is smug and supercilious toward her. 
Federico buckles under her pressure and his own guilt ending up putting a bullet through his head. 
Tomas is shocked and heart-broken at the double loss – his friend and his wife. He longs for her to 
confess all and return to him. However, she cannot read his thoughts and she feels condemned.  Further, 
she condemns her own foolishness, and decides to punish herself. She leaves the home that she and 
Tomas share in the middle of the night, into a dark and uncertain future. 
 
La Sobrina del Señor Cura / The Priest’s Niece (1954)       Padre Sabino, the local parish priest of a small 
Mexican town initiates a direct conflict with the local “boss,” Don Ramón, when he confronts Bérnabe, the 
irresponsible and womanizing son with the fact that he has made a young, naïve, young woman 
pregnant, and he needs to marry her to make things right. In retaliation, Don Ramón starts a campaign to 
remove Padre Sabino from the parish, and accuses him of immorality for living with two females: Monica, 
who cooks and cleans for the Padre, and Lucila, the little 12-year-old he took in as a foundling when she 
was left in a basket at his doorstep. Things get more complicated when “El Tomáon,” a known criminal 
appears, and lurks in the shadows to watch Lucila. It turns out that he is her father, and that he was 
wrongly incarcerated after having been convicted of murdering his wife (Lucila’s mother), when it was 



actually the fault of Don Ramón. Bérnabe seems to weaken and to agree to marry Rosita, until Don 
Ramón and his wife, Doña Dolores, absolutely refuse to condone such a marriage. Things go from bad to 
worse, and Padre Sabino is defrocked because he would rather lose his job than to make Lucila go to an 
orphanage, and Monica to be without work. In the meantime, certain details about the night when Lucila’s 
mother was killed surface. Tomáon is absolved of guilt – and, Bérnabe, who gets into a fight, and is 
almost killed, comes to recognize the truth of his love for Rosita, and how much pain he has caused. Don 
Ramón and Doña Dolores come to the same point, and come to Don Sabino (formerly Padre), to 
acknowledge their mistakes and to pledge their commitment to a better path. They apologize and tell 
Padre Sabino that they want him to be reinstated as priest for the parish. Lucila and Monica remain with 
Padre Sabino, Bérnabe marries Rosita, Don Ramón and Doña Dolores dote on the little baby, and 
commit to atone for their misdeeds, and to be generous and fair patrons of the needs of the community. 
 
Padre Contra Hijo / Father Agains Son (1955)      Juan de Diós is studying to become a lawyer and pass 

the Mexican bar exams. His mother, Eloisa Ruiz, has raised him as a single mother without any support 

from the father, whom she claims died long ago. She has kept food on the table and a modest roof over 

their heads through day and night efforts at sewing for the women in the city. Juan de Diós discovers that 

his biological father is alive, and that he is a wealthy small town “boss” who owns almost all the property 

in that municipality. Juan de Diós immediately goes to the town to confront his father, Don Cecilio, to 

inform him about his existence and to insist that he provide a home and a living for his long-sacrificing 

mother. Further, he announces that he intends to force Don Cecilio to acknowledge him as his right and 

proper son and heir.  Juan de Dios meets with a great deal of resistance from Don Cecilio and his sister, 

Tia Domitila. In the meantime, Juan de Dios learns that the lovely “cousin” Lucía is not a blood relative at 

all, but was the orphaned daughter of a dear friend, and they raised her as their own daughter.  After a 

number of challenges and close calls, Don Cecilio finally accepts Juan de Dios as his son, provides for 

Eloisa, and approves of the marriage between Juan de Dios and Lucía.  

Del Brazo y por la Calle / Arm in Arm Down the Street (1956)          María and Alberto marry against her 
wealthy parents’ wishes. Alberto is a poor artist who dreams aloud with María about fame and success, 
but who has to work as a commercial artist for an ad agency to make ends meet. They live in Tlatelolco, 
an industrial part of Mexico City marked by noise, pollution, and poverty. Maria tries to make a home for 
Alberto, but the noise, glaring lights, and poverty push her to the point of mental breakdown. One night, 
enticed by a female neighbor to attend a party, María drinks too much and passes out. When she wakes 
up, she thinks she may have been assaulted and is horrified. In the meantime, Alberto is at the point of 
jumping from the Nonoalco Bridge, on which the noisy elevated train passes, when he is stopped from 
suicide by the thought of the deep love he holds for María. Back home, María confesses what happened 
and they decide, with God as their guide, to make a fresh start. 
 
Las Aventuras de Pito Perez / The Adventures of Pito Perez (1957)         The Aventures of Pito Perez 
(Dir. Juan Bustillo Oro, 1957) is an adaptation of the novel, The Useless Life of Pito PerezI  (1938) by 
Juan Ruben Romero (1890 – 1952).  The novel was considered the finest picaresque novel in all of 
Mexican literature, and was made into a film on three different occasions. Bustillo Oro’s version, released 
in 1957, captures the way the picaresque novel subverts and satirizes the status quo and calls into 
question the foundational institutions of society, namely the church, the values of the elite, and social 
order.  In addition and perhaps more importantly, Bustillo Oro taps into the lyricism of Romero’s novel and 
the way in which it captures the customs, traditions, and behaviors of the times in the unique and 
picturesque state of Michoacan. Romero’s novel is definitely a picareque novel, with its raffish ne’er-do-
well anti-hero, Pito Perez, but it is also an emotionally moving “costumbrista” novel, focused on the 
customs and culture of the region. It provides snapshots of a time now long past of treasured cultural 
heritage and tradition. So, although the story is about a self-sabotaging vagabond, it is also the story of a 
free spirit who opens his senses to experience the glories of nature. His misadventures in love, career, 
and with social institutions are at times comical but always revelatory. There is a wry honesty rather than 
a condemnatory spirit, which also differentiates the Pito Perez-based novel and film versions. Juan 
Bustillo Oro’s is unique in the sense that he incorporates his use of the techniques from German 
Expressionism to infuse the shots with emotion. While other picaresque novels converted to film are often 
parodic and use great swathes of physical humor, Bustillo Oro follows the Naturalism in Romero’s novel, 



and depiction of the people, the life, times, culture and customs are done with a unique attention to detail 
which gives this film much more emotional pull than others.  While it can be argued that the film 
sentimentalizes a world with a rigid social order, it also serves to document and preserve its customs.  
The book was written in 1938 and set in the times immediately following the Civil War, and thus land 
reform was just beginning. The film is set in roughly the same time, but the message is that things have 
not changed significantly. The result is a charming time capsule.  
 
Historical melodramas         The beautiful Carlota is left standing at the altar by her fiance, Don Francisco, 
who was in the middle of losing his fortune at the blackjack table to the scheming Don Rodrigo. 
Unbeknownst to the rest of the world, young Carlota is pregnant. Carlota’s mother bars Don Francisco, 
and whisks her off to Paris, where she has an arranged marriage for appearances with a friend of the 
family. Years later, Carlota’s young daughter, Carmen, has grown up to be a beauty in her own right and 
they return to Mexico. In Mexico City, Don Francisco wants Carmen to marry Don Rodrigo to recoup his 
lost fortune. In the meantime, Carmen is repulsed by the old, fat, greedy Don Rodrigo, and has fallen in 
love with the handsome, young Fernando. Carlota clearly prefers Fernando, which ultimately results in a 
duel. At the duel, Carmen finds out that Don Francisco is her father, and Carlota discovers that Don 
Francisco did not jilt her at all but that Carlota’s mother blocked him. Don Rodrigo is now exposed as a 
conniving card shark. Carlota and Francisco commit to marry, as do Carmen and Fernando. The story 
ends looking ahead to a double wedding.   Juan Bustillo Oro was particularly enthralled by the era of 
President Don Porfirio Diaz, who served seven terms as President of Mexico for a total of 31 years. It was 
a time of tremendous economic and infrastructural development, with important investments coming from 
Europe to develop the railroads, the bridges, the main cities. The time was characterized by elegance and 
refinement, particularly in Mexico City, Guadalajara, and Guanajuato, where wrought iron, stained glass, 
Art Nouveau styles were incorporated in abundance and created an intriguing contrast with colonial and 
baroque styles. Bustillo Oro created a nostalgic look back at the dances, traditions, marriages, where the 
main plot points had to do with love, family intrigue, and redemption. Ironically, there was little discussion 
of the growing income and social inequality that provoked the Mexican Revolution in the early 20th 
century.  
 
En los tiempos de Don Porfirio / In the Time of Don Porfirio (1934)        On the surface, En tiempos de 
Don Porfirio does seem like good escapist fare, traveling back to the time of President Don Porfirio Diaz, 
who was president from 1876 – 1911. If you’re thinking that sounds like a lot longer than the official 
“sexenio” (six-year term limit), you’re right.  Porfirio Diaz served 7 terms, most of which were tainted by 
probable irregularities, a fact that, combined with the staggering level of social inequality during Mexico’s 
equivalent of the “Gilded Age,” led to the Mexican Revolution, which effectively cut off his term in 1911. 
But, one does not see the inhumane working conditions of the workers and the vast numbers of poor. 
Instead, En tiempos de Don Porfirio gives us a glimpse of a glittering Belle Epoque, where fashions and 
architecture were imported directly from France and Spain. It’s a bit like watching a performance from 
Versailles, knowing that Versailles was built from ravaged resources: human as well as mineral and 
agricultural.  In this film, women have essentially two roles in society. In the pre-Porfiriato as indicated in 
the earlier moments in the film, women are wives and mothers. They marry for respectability and social 
standing. When they are mothers, they must be “Mother Hawks” – talons out, wings outstretched, ready 
to fly to protect their young, and to swoop in and attack with their claws and sharp beaks. Carlota’s 
mother stands, ramrod-straight, and tells the wastrel reprobate Don Francisco to put any idea out of his 
head that he might have had of ever marrying the young woman he jilted and abandoned at the altar. She 
is an iron mother hawk. Don’t cross her.  The implication was that such extremes were necessary in the 
pre Porfirio Diaz days. When the family returns to Mexico, in the times of Porfirio Diaz, there are still 
strong, protective mothers. Young women can now marry for love, however, and they can be 
accomplished in their own right – playing the piano and singing. They can also marry later in life, and 
have the luxury of marrying a scapegrace wastrel, as long as he is a part of the right social class. 
 
Canaima / The God of Evil (1945)        With Canaíma (El Dios del Mal / God of Evil), Juan Bustillo Oro 
takes a novel, Canaima, by an acclaimed Venezuelan author, Rómulo Gallegos, and infuses it with the 
issues that resonated with the 1940s Mexican public, namely those of masculinity, ambition, the fate of 
women in a hyper-masculinized world, and the power of nature. Marcos Vargas, the protagonist, returns 
to the town of Ciudad Bolivar, which lies on the border of the great swamps and jungles of the Yuruarí 



River. He is ambitious and obsessed with being a man among men. He wants to be known, respected, 
and even feared, as he goes on a quest to avenge the murders of his brothers. He also wants to become 
rich. His path forward will take him to a small outpost town, Upata, and later, deeper into the jungles in 
search of gold and rubber (caucho), and it will draw him to dangerous situations and temptations. He 
directly confronts the powerful “caciques” and “caudillos” (strongmen) – the individuals who control the 
large blocks of land and resources and the people in the wild outposts, and his quest places him in 
harm’s way. He is attracted to the seemingly impossible, and pays attention to the love interest of the 
most powerful and violent of the strongmen. As he confronts the powerful landowners (caudillos and 
caciques), he wins a few small battles, but in doing so, he loses his equilibrium and plunges into deeper 
into the jungle, where he encounters rubber and gold, but also violence and a disregard for the human 
dignity of the indigenous inhabitants and women. Marcos Vargas struggles to maintain a code of honor, 
but as in many honor societies, he pays a high price as his business endeavors fail and he seems to 
embrace violence. It is not always clear that he has been able to adhere to the high moral standards he 
declares to have upheld.  The story of Camaina resonated with Mexico of the 30s and 40s as it 
implemented land reform, and large plantations (latifundios) were divided into communally-owned and 
farmed farms (ejidos). The powerful landowners lost control of the land in Mexico, and Camaina was a 
reminder of how harsh and inequitable the system could be.  
 
Las Tandas del Principal / The Sets of the Principal (1949)      Carlos de Gracia, the son of the very 
wealthy Don Juan de Gracia who has political ambitions, must marry in order to obtain his inheritance.  At 
the same time, Don Juan de Gracia has expressed his frustration with his son’s unwillingness to marry. 
Don Juan wants grandchildren. In the meantime, a traveling theatrical show has come to town. It features 
the stunningly beautiful comedienne and dancer, Lucero Reyes. Carlos de Gracia sees her and falls in 
love at first sight. When he finds out that she is a comedienne in a traveling show, he realizes he cannot 
marry her because his father would disinherit him. He does, however, ask her if she’ll be his mistress and 
“kept” woman as soon as he marries. She is outraged and refuses.  Don Juan announces he will marry 
the first young woman he encounters who meets his criteria. After being so humiliated, she and Don 
Juan’s friend, confidante, and personal doctor, Serafín, cook up a scheme to make Don Juan approve of 
a marriage between Carlos and Lucero.  She pretends to have fallen on her head in an accident. Serafín 
declares she cannot be moved. Moved by her situation (and her beauty), Don Juan offers to let her stay 
until she recovers.  As planned, he falls in love with her and proposes marriage. She tells him her real 
identity, and the situation with his son. Knowing that this could be a shortcut to having grandchildren, and 
impressed with her beauty, grace, and wit, Don Juan hatch their own plan. Don Juan tells Carlos he plans 
to marry Lucero. Wracked jealousy, Carlos crashes the ceremony, just to find that Don Juan has just 
married Lucero – on behalf of Carlos, by means of a proxy and power of attorney. After machinations with 
the documents, Carlos signs a legally viable power of attorney, after declaring his love for Lucero, and the 
fact that he does not want to face life with out her. They kiss, and begin their life together. Serafín 
remarks to Don Juan that he’ll now get the grandchildren he so desperately desires.  

El Ultimo Mexicano / The Last Mexican (1960)       The Mexican-American War (1846-1848) is over, and 
the Americans have won. The boundary between the U.S. and Texas has been moved from the Nueces 
River to the Rio Grande, and all the ranches and farms between the Nueces and the Rio Grande rivers 
are now in the U.S. The rich Louisiana planters, the Poindexters, have bought “Casa de Corvo,” and are 
coming with their family and their slaves. The Mexican ranch owner, Mauricio del Valle, originally from 
Guanajuato, now lives in a part of the U.S., not Mexico. Luisa, the beautiful Poindexter daughter, meets 
Mauricio while she is on a ride with her horse and he is wrangling mustangs and showing off his stunning 
horsemanship. She invites him to a dance at Casa de Corvo, where their obvious attraction makes her 
scheming and callow fiance, Captain Calhoun, jealous. After serenades and singing in cantinas, Mauricio 
captures Luisa’s heart. Calhoun challenges Mauricio to a duel, but loses. Humiliated, he plots revenge. 
He lures Luisa’s brother, Enrique, and Mauricio to the river, where he shoots Enrique and stabs Mauricio. 
Calhoun then frames Mauricio for the death of Enrique. Half-dead, Mauricio makes it back to his ranch, 
where he is then arrested and charged for murder.  Defended by his friend Stumpf, Mauricio looks as 
though he will be convicted of murder by the jury until Stumpf finds a witness who talks about Calhoun’s 
vanity bullets that have his initials so he can claim credit for killing deer. They check the bullet that killed 
Enrique and it does have Calhoun’s initials. Calhoun is then arrested for Enrique’s murder. Luisa and 
Mauricio become engaged.  



CHARACTERS 
 
HONOR AND MACHISMO / TOXIC MASCULINITY 
 
No Basta Ser Charro / It’s Not Enough to be a Cowboy (1948)       The two look-alikes, the screen idol, 
Jorge Negrete, and the simple ranch worker, Ramón Blanquet, have absolutely nothing in common 
except their appearance. While it is comical to any audience, the Mexican audience  watching the film 
when it came out in 1946 would have been highly amused by the fact that everything that Ramón 
Blanquet represented was absolutely the opposite of the star, and in creating a total opposite, Jorge 
Negrete was poking fun at himself and the fact that he was often the subject of scandalizing newspaper 
headlines. Jorge Negrete made headlines for his life of excess: playboy, womanizer, multiple marriages 
and divorces, dalliances and illegitimate children, lavish spending, and more. Ramón Blanquet, in 
contrast, was a humble ranch worker who only wanted security, and who declared that when he fell in 
love, it was to be forever, and that he would never divorce. Ramón was humble, quiet, unassuming, and 
quite unable to carry a tune. Jorge Negrete was a gifted and talented singer, with seemingly infinite charm 
and charisma, albeit quite vain.  
 
Las Tandas del Principal / The Sets of the Principal (1949)       Don Juan. The dynamic of the entire story 
revolves around patriarchy and its consequences.  As the paterfamilias, Don Juan can dictate to his son 
who to marry, when to marry, and how and when to have children. If the son does not comply, he will be 
disinherited. At the same time, in a patriarchal society, Don Juan, who appears to be in his late 60s or 
70s, can announce that he will only marry a person who has the following criteria: a 17-year-old who is 
uneducated, naïve, and pretty. The proposition is sordid at best, criminal at worst. 
 
Aca las Tortas / Sandwiches Here (1951)        Pride leads Lupe and Ricardo down a destructive path as 
their desire to reinvent themselves after returning from the U.S. as high-status members of the wealthy 
elite. The broke but prideful Salgado family also suffers from pride as they do not deign to actually work 
for a living or do something productive. In this case, pride is not self-respect but arrogance, and is a 
sickness that this film wholeheartedly condemns. Redemption occurs in many ways in Acá Las Tortas. 
First, there is redemption from the consequences of one’s vices or errors by returning to the family. 
Second, there is redemption through the Mexican identity itself, and by embracing the core, working class 
ideas and values of the people. Mexican food of the people, namely tortas, with the home-baked bread, 
the fresh ingredients, which include the redolent onions along with the colorful vegetables that align with 
the Mexican flag – the red tomatoes, the green avocado, the white slices of onion – restore Mexicans to 
their roots, and offer redemption from their forays into the “extranjero.” The food redeems Mexicans from 
their dabbling in “gringo” culture. 
 
El Medallón del Crimen (1956):          Raul is the anti-thesis of “macho,” which is exemplified by the 
gangster, Ramón Torres. Ramón Torres defends an exaggerated code of honor, pride, and respect, 
which he does in his day-to-day life as a cruel, sadistic gangster. Ramón verbally and physically abuses 
women, tortures and murders men who seem to be double-crossing him, kills anyone who might be 
inconvenient, and then uses force of will and connections to get his own way and enforce his particular 
vision of reality. Ramón is one of many of Juan Bustillo Oro’s male characters whose desire to be 
universally acknowledged for being tough, strong, and macho ultimately turns toxic.  In Bustillo Oro’s 
world, toxic masculinity is always self-destructive.   
 
La Sobrina del Señor Cura / The Priest’s Niece (1954)       Don Ramon: Although the title of the film (and 
play) refers to the niece of the priest, the actual play has more to do with combating the local “big fish” 
families in small towns who not only dominate the economy and the social pecking order, they are willing 
to kill, falsely imprison, and endanger children to maintain their stranglehold on the town. Don Ramón has 
controlled the town and wants to maintain control to the point that he frames Toma for a crime he did not 
commit, and also indirectly causes the death of Lucila’s mother, who died when she gave birth 
prematurely due to the shock Don Ramón’s abuse. 
 
 
 



MENTAL ILLNESS  
 
Dos Monjes / Two Monks (1934)       Javier is the gifted, yet troubled protagonist in Dos Monjes. He is a 
composer who lives next door to a lovely young woman, Ana, with whom he falls passionately in love. 
Although she is of the age to marry, he cannot ask her to marry him because he suffers from 
consumption.  
 
Cada Loco Son Su Tema / Every Madman with his Theme (1939): Julio Cesar Napoleon    Horror writer 
Julio César Napoleón has a nervous breakdown after hearing a performance of his own radio horror show 
and is sent to a sanatorium. He takes the wrong turn, though, and ends up at a strange, overgrown 
mansion where a crime is in progress. Julio César doesn’t realize the error and thinks that he is at the 
sanatorium - albeit a very strange one - where the odd insistence of the staff in calling him “Justiniano 
Conquián” can be attributed to the implementation of a new treatment regimen. In reality, the staff 
consists of Justiniano Conquián’s relatives who want to murder him so they can inherit the mansion. 
When the real Justiniano Conquián arrives, his relatives think that he is a mental patient, and redouble 
their efforts to kill Julio César Napoleón. A relative dressed up as a murderous gorilla is poised murder 
him, when they are saved by Julio César’s radio program, which has conveniently been set to play at high 
volume, and it opens with a police drama featuring an aggressive and loud “hands up!” and the sound of 
bullets being fired. The ruse works, and the murderous relatives are exposed and arrested.  

El Angel Negro / The Dark Angel (1942)        Cristina - Set in the 1860s, El Angel Negro begins as a story 
about the “season” for young women of Mexico’s elite class in the mid 19th century who attend elegant 
balls and soirees in an attempt to attract a wealthy suitor. Elisa, the daughter of a doting (if rather silly) 
and indulgent father, seems to have the best of all possible chances; at least that is certainly the 
assessment of the mother of three daughters who will compete in the same pool of men.  Elisa, who is as 
innocent and good as she is beautiful, is ineluctably drawn to the wealthy, but potentially dangerous 
widower loner, Jorge Llorente, whose previous two (or possibly more) wives died young by sudden 
illnesses that look a lot like poisoning.  Elisa and Jorge are magnetically drawn to each other and their 
intense connection is palpable.  However, when Elisa entered Jorge’s massive, gloomy mansion, things 
start to become quite strange.  Jorge’s half-sister, Cristina, is the housekeeper, and although she tries to 
conceal it at first, she is intensely jealous of any attention toward Jorge.  Jorge does little or nothing to 
stop the behavior; in fact, he exacerbates the problem by keeping a life-size portrait of her in a main hall, 
and by letting her have access to Elisa.  When Elisa gives birth to a baby boy, Jorge is delighted and 
relieved.  Almost immediately, Cristina positions herself as the primary caregiver, to the point that it 
seems that she does not want to release the baby to Elisa or Jorge.  Eventually, Cristina’s 
possessiveness and erratic behavior become quite obvious to Elisa, and she complains to Jorge.  In the 
meantime, Cristina catches Jorge’s ear as she whispers to him that Elisa had an affair with a male friend, 
and that Jorge is not even the father of Elisa’s son. As a result, Elisa is forced to move away and the baby 
is raised as Cristina’s son.  Years pass.  Elisa and Jorge reunite, and they decide to tell Jorge who his 
real mother is. Cristina tries her best to block the news, but is unsuccessful. Jorge rejects the information, 
but Cristina believes it is just a matter of time, so she gives herself a lethal dose of poison.  Jorge remains 
unconvinced until a religious medal containing the Virgin of Guadalupe triggers his memory. The movie 
ends as the three embrace – a family reunited.  
 
El Hombre sin Rostro / The Man without a Face (1950)       Juan Carlos Lozano  Beginning with the very 
first scene, we see the issues of the fragmentation of the self, and the notion that one side of one’s 
personality does not know the other.  Juan Carlos Lozano’s psyche begins to disintegrate under the 
pressure of guilt and anger toward his mother. This is a theme that has been explored in authors as 
disparate as E.T.A. Hoffmann, Edgar Allan Poe, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and in the sensation novels of Mary 
Elizabeth Braddon and Wilkie Collins.  Later, in the twentieth century, Freud’s ideas about the 
unconscious and the psychologists Jung and Neumann explored symbols and archetypal narratives.  All 
are explored within a context of expressionism in El Hombre sin rostro. 
 
Retorno a la Juventud / Return to Youth (1954)        Dr. Gaudio. Struck by “mad love,” the previously 
reserved and eminently logical university professor enters into what can only be described as an 
obsession, where he demonstrates a fixed and unwavering determination to convince Inés Montecruz to 



marry him. In addition to his obsession, he also seems to have a belief that Inés reciprocates (she 
doesn’t). That makes him also a sufferer of delusional disorder; namely erotomania. Later, in what 
appears to be an evil twin / Doppelganger, the professors’ double, the young Dr. Gaudio is a 
psychopathic predator of women, violating his patients by hypnotizing them and sexually assaulting them. 
He has no conscious. 
 
Del Brazo y Por la Calle / Arm in Arm and Down the Street (1956)       When Alberto proposes to her, 
María enthusiastically embraces the idea of living with him in the poor, industrial area of town where he 
scratches out a living as an artist. However, María’s idea of what her life would be like is romantic in the 
extreme, and it is only a few months later that the wedding vows in the small church, the exhilaration of 
the new, “exotic” apartment are a distant memory. As María attempts to turn off the tap in the kitchen that 
creates the constant dripping sound that she cannot escape in any part her home, she starts to tremble 
and weep in a state of intense anxiety and despair.  Likewise, Alberto starts to harbor negative thoughts. 
His approach is to try to disregard reality and hang on to fantasies about fabulous success and wealth by 
selling paintings.  Finally, he finds work in an advertising agency, but he dislikes what he is doing, and he, 
too, feels tremendous anxiety. 
 
Dark Angel / El Angel Negro (1942)      Cristina:  As the illegitimate half-sister of Jorge, and a product of 
violation, Cristina exists as the embodiment of horror, especially if we are to consider horror to be 
existential condition of being incapable of entering society, possessing an acceptable body, or ever being 
“whole” or “clean.”  Horror contains the presence of the shunned and marginalized, and then positions a 
force or presence that threatens to invade or engulf the purest, most innocent, or loftiest of the dominant 
society.  Sometimes the presence is something inorganic, such as a vibration, a tone, a virus, or spirits, 
all of which can attack the vulnerable in the in-group of the community and destroy their physical or 
emotional health. More commonly, the presence is physical and can be a person or entity in that 
transitional “half-state” – an entity that violates all the culture’s taboos or ideas of health, beauty, moral 
rectitude, or spiritual integrity. We can see these often in the form of zombies, vampires, “undead” of any 
kind, bestial half-human blends, and more.  Women are particularly vulnerable to being considered a 
corrupting force because their unique ability to give birth, and also for their potential to destabilize the 
family, the community, and society.  Generally speaking, female sexuality is that force, because not only 
does it potentially randomize the gene pool and disrupt family alliances and units, it also works on the 
presupposition that the male of the species is by nature weak due to his libido.  The underlying belief is, 
stronger and more virile the male, the weaker he is to female seduction.  On the other hand, there is 
nothing at all that will seduce the seductress or the deranged female.  
 
El Hombre sin Rostro / The Man without a Face (1950)       Juan Carlos Divided Selves / Schizophrenia: 
Juan Carlos Lozano. Beginning with the very first scene, we see the issues of the fragmentation of the 
self, and the notion that one side of one’s personality does not know the other.  Juan Carlos Lozano’s 
psyche begins to disintegrate under the pressure of guilt and anger toward his mother. This is a theme 
that has been explored in authors as disparate as E.T.A. Hoffmann, Edgar Allan Poe, Fyodor Dostoevsky, 
and in the sensation novels of Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Wilkie Collins.  Later, in the twentieth century, 
Freud’s ideas about the unconscious and the psychologists Jung and Neumann explored symbols and 
archetypal narratives.  All are explored within a context of expressionism in El Hombre sin rostro.  
 
ROMANCE 
 
Dos Monjes / Two Monks (1934)       Javier.  Javier’s romanticism is illustrated by his occupation, which is 
that of a composer of romantic songs. The overall context of Romanticism is embodied by the focus on 
emotions and the expression of feelings and views about nature. Bustillo Oro emphasize this aspect in 
scenes that place Javier with his piano in front of a vast window through which he can see Ana, and also 
the painted vase with flowers, and the sheets of staff paper strewn about it. 
 
BETRAYAL 
 
Dos Monjes / Two Monks (1934)        Javier is a faithful friend to Juan and also a devoted and generous 
protector of Ana. However, he is jealous of Ana’s attentions to Juan, and also of Juan’s attentions to Ana. 



The jealousy intensifies, which Bustillo Oro exemplifies through the use of point of view shots, dramatic 
lighting, and the slow unraveling of the song. The primary theme of the film is that of madness and how it 
shapes one’s perceptions of reality. In essence, it is about the victims of madness and how it takes their 
lives away from them. For Bustillo Oro, madness is depicted less in words and more in expressionistic 
images and lighting that show rather than describe the states of mind, the perceptions, and the 
unmoorings from rational thought.  The madness occurs when Javier feels guilty, but also as he betrays 
his friendship.  
 
En los Tiempos de Don Porfirio / In the Times of Don Porfirio (1934)       Carlota When she is young and 
in love with the bohemian compulsive gambler yet charming wastrel, Don Francisco, Carlota is idealistic 
and malleable.  However, being left at the altar by a fiancé she never hears from again, despite her being 
pregnant with his child, has a way of hardening the once-pliable heartstrings. Once in France, Carlota 
agrees to marry her uncle in order to maintain respectability. She then devotes her entire life to the future 
of her daughter, Carmen. She is a strict, but loving mother, and she expects obedience and filial piety 
from her daughter. That said, she is not above a bit of revenge fantasizing and desires Carmen to marry a 
wealthy man. Doña Carlota does not know that Don Francisco actually wanted to marry her, but that her 
own mother wanted to protect her from his dissolute ways. It is a bit surprising that she would have 
anything to do with him, but rationality is not what one looks for in a romantic comedy that trucks with 
nostalgia for a dictatorship. 
 
Canaima: El Dios del Mal / Canaima: The God of Evil (1945)       Marcos Vargos. Canaima starts out as a 
revenge story, where Marcos Vargas returns to his home town of Ciudad Bolívar in the southern part of 
Venezuela, on the edge of the vast tropical rain forest and thick, snaking rivers. However, revenge seems 
hollow after he kills the murderer of one of his brothers in self-defense. Instead of giving him closure, it 
ignites a desire to go into a state of nature in the dangerous, untrackable rain forest.  Vargas is 
determined to be feared throughout the land as a violent, death-dealing spirit of vengeance, a 
hypermasculine male in a land of macho. However, the film is an indictment of hypermasculinity because 
it shows it to bring bad fortune and tragedy to all who are in contact with it, or who attempt to become 
hypermasculine. For example, both Aracelis and Maigualida suffer due to the attentions of men. First, 
Aracelis is disappointed by Marcos Vargas, who will not give her his full attention. Maigualida is pursued 
by the villainous José Francisco, who will kill all men who get in the way. Aracelis and Maigualida only 
find happiness after the men they ultimately stay with demonstrate that they have renounced violence, 
competition to the death, and obsession. 
 
El Hombre sin Rostro / The Man without a Face (1950)       Juan Carlos is ostensibly driven by guilt, not 
only for having betrayed his mother, but also for not living up to the expectations of his wife and even his 
friend, Dr. Eugenio Britel.  The guilt, however, does not seem to be the kind of guilt that one would feel for 
committing an offense, but a guilt for not wanting to have his mother love him as much as she wants to. 
The guilt is a resistance to engulfment, and a source of energy that allows him to maintain differentiation 
from his mother. At the end of the film, the guilt that Juan Carlos felt is reflected in the guilt felt by Eugenio 
Britel, who suggests that his own probes and his decision to utilize Freudian psychoanalysis is what 
unleashed the monster in Juan Carlos. 
 
REVENGE     
 
El Angel Negro / The Dark Angel (1942): Cristina       Cristina single-mindedly pursues her desire to 
eliminate any and all competition for Jorge’s attention. She does so in the crudest, most basic way 
possible: she murders the wives literally, and then kills her reputation (convincing Jorge that Cristina was 
unfaithful and that the baby’s father is a friend of the family (not Jorge). When confronted by Cristina 
when Jorge is in his early 20s and faced with losing her son, she takes poison and then calls her son, 
attempting to poison his mind into believing that his father and Elisa would simply be lying about the true 
parentage. 
 
La Huella de Unos Labios / The Trace of Some Lips (1952)       Maria pursues Cesar with a single-minded 
intensity that has but one goal: catch him in a crime and make him pay for it. She realizes that it was 
impossible to prove that Cesar had anything to do with Felipe’s murder, and yet she does not want Cesar 



to get away with it. So, her primary goal is not only to make him pay for his crime, but also to make him 
aware that he has not gotten away with it. To do so, Maria assumes a detective role, and closely analyzes 
the elements that would make it possible to expose Cesar’s crimes, and then to set up evidence that 
would convict him. 
 
El Asesino X / Killer X (1955): Carlos Encinas          Carlos Encinas killed the man who raped and 
savagely killed his fiancée. When he learned the identity of his fiancee’s killer, he will stop at nothing to 
kill him. However, instead of being happy that he was able to carry out vigilante justice, he is stoic and 
grim. His sense of justice extends to himself, and he must turn himself in so that justice can be served for 
what he did.   We learn that Prisoner X is a complex individual. While he killed a man in cold blood, he will 
not say why. We later learn that he served in the Korean War, where he saved the life of a gravely 
wounded fellow soldier by carrying him on his back, out of danger and to where he could receive medical 
attention. He seems to have a great desire to right the wrongs of the world. The person he murdered had, 
while Prisoner X was fighting in Korea, savagely raped and murdered his fiancée.  As Prisoner X 
recounted the story to he prison priest, it is clear that he believed that no sacrifice was too high to make 
sure that justice was carried out. 
 
DECEPTION 
 
Caballo a Caballo / Horse to Horse (1939): Angel / Don Esperidion          There are several times when 
there are confusions of identity. For example, Angel masquerades as elderly man, who is assumed to be 
Don Esperidion. The purpose of that was to swindle the hotel for working capital to complete a heist. 
Later, in the mansion, Marta asks Angel to disguise himself and pretend to be her new husband, whom 
she knows to be a thief. Angel and Inocente oblige her, primarily because she will turn them in to the 
police if they do not comply.  
  
Ahí Esta el Detalle / You’re Missing the Point (1940): Cantinflas           A trickster figure, Cantinflas is a 
shape-shifter – a figure that causes the truth to be revealed, the high to be brought low, and the dishonest 
to be revealed. Here, Cantinflas is the catalyst who makes the duplicity of Dolores very obvious, while he 
also makes Bobby Lechuga’s blackmailing designs come to light. He also reveals the selfish motives of 
the family, and he exposes them for their greed, and also their willingness to stoop to literally any level to 
get ahead. The place where Cantinflas practices his renowned word play is in a court of law, which is 
essentially a construct of words, both written and spoken. Cantinflas defends himself in a court of law, 
but, knowing nothing of the law or legal terminology, Cantinflas must make it up as he goes. Rather than 
being formative, however, Cantinflas reduces all language to a kind of noise or nothingness. It is 
subversive and humorous, but it’s also rather sad because it illustrates the ultimate emptiness of 
language as a form of communication to advance society. 
 
La Tia de las Muchachas / The Girls’ Aunt (1938): Florentino.          The film begins with a number of 
identity mix-ups, starting with the building security guard / receptionists who persistently confuses 
Fernando (the doctor) with Florentino (the attorney). Throughout the film, the idea of identity confusion 
repeats itself, with subversive impact. When the security guard confuses the attorney and the doctor, he 
subverts the idea of hierarchy and social class, making them really indistinguishable.  Later, when 
Florentino masquerades as Tia Florentina, not only is there identity confusion, notions of masculinity and 
femininity are subverted, and create a great contrast with gendered ideas of courtship and seduction, 
which are deeply influenced by mercenary ambitions. Lupita falls in love with Florentino (disguised as Tia 
Florentina), not for appearance or money, but because of the way she is treated (caresses, true affection, 
attention). 
 
Cada Loco Son Su Tema / Every Madman with his Theme (1939):          Julio Cesar and Justiniano 
Conquian.  In Cada loco con su tema reality is seriously and repeatedly called into question. Perhaps the 
most powerful message in Cada loco is the tacit suggestion that reality is a choice, and not something to 
be independently verified by empirical observation or sensory perceptions. Because they believe that they 
are in an asylum and that what they are seeing are simply theatrical productions designed to shock them 
into their senses, Julio César  and Serafin scrunch up their faces, close their eyes, and loudly chant: This 
is not real! This is not real! The comical aspect is that they are actually closing their eyes to something 



that is quite real.  When Julio César  chooses to assume the identity of Justiniano Conquián , he is also 
choosing his own reality. For the “real” Justiniano Conquián , his befuddlement and tenuous grasp on 
what is going on around him have the opposite effect. For Justiniano Conquián , reality is not a choice, 
but a slippery slope that slides just beyond his grasp. Taxidermy further illustrates the “reality dialectic” – 
the taxidermy specimens are real depictions of a life that is no longer a life. They are dead – except for 
the supposedly taxidermied gorilla, which turns out to be quite alive (albeit not a taxidermy specimen at 
all, but a man in a gorilla suit). 
 
La Huella de Unos Labios / The Trace of Some Lips (1952): Luisa.          Luisa has been deceived and 
now she becomes the deceiver. The love that María has experienced with Felipe is one that has made 
her whole, and has healed the existential shame she feels for having been a “bad” woman in a society 
that is very polarizing and rigid when it comes to women’s status.  When Luis sarcastically comments that 
Felipe is lucky to have such a loyal, virtuous, wholesome wife, he is impugning her character and 
suggesting that she has been a “loose” woman (or worse). Maria has internalized that belief, and for that 
reason, she thinks she is not worth of marriage. When Felipe accepts her unconditionally, and also 
describes his own checkered past, she is made whole, and at that moment, love becomes the one thing 
that can heal her sense of self-loathing. When he is killed and she avenges his death, it is not only to 
exact justice, but to respond to the cruelty that took away her human dignity. 
 
Las Enganadas / The Deceived (1954):          They seem respectable, but they are far from it. Felipe, 
Florencio and Andrés could be called “playboys” if one were in a generous mood. They were regularly 
referred to as “canallas,” which means “scoundrels” in English, although the word “scoundrel” is probably 
too kind or light. They are cruel snobs who think that anyone in a class they perceive as beneath them as 
food laid out on a smorgasbord for their consumption. In a way, they are throwbacks to the European 
elites – the “peninsulares” who came from the Iberian Peninsula to Mexico where they occupied the 
highest rung of society, which usually came with automatic income from the “quinta” system, and an 
attitude of complete and total entitlement. The obvious game that they were engaged with when it came 
to Elisa was a game to see if one could trap a decent, conservative, traditional young woman into living 
“in sin” in a “love nest.”  It was not considered to be very challenging to entice a poor young woman from 
the country or from a slum area because she would do it just to have money to send to her family (even 
though ruining her reputation and prospects for the future). However, a young woman from an upper 
middle class background would be a true trophy. The men were truly sickening in their conversations, and 
it was surprising to see such frank talk of passing Elisa around between them, and smirking when they 
gloated about the triumph of their trickery. At the end of the day, perhaps what was the most disturbing is 
that marriage with one of them still would have been considered a social coup – even given their 
monstrous characters. The men were so villainous and cruel they could have stepped from the pages of a 
book by Mary Elizabeth Braddon.  
 
Dos de la Vida Airada - Manolin and Shilinksky          Manolin and Shilinsky constantly change identities 
and self-fashion their identities through costuming which often is an absurd parody of the original. They 
start in the “carpa” tent show dressed as Russian peasant, although not even Shilinsky would be 
considered a Russian peasant with folk dances and music. They use the act to make money and 
establish a place in the world, but the lack of authenticity keeps it as an obvious act, and thus dependent 
on the graces of a capricious paying audience.  Their next act is to be union furniture movers, to which 
Shilinsky self-costumes, wearing the outfit usually worn by furniture movers. Manolin does not bother, and 
continues wearing his satin Russian peasant shirt, as they proceed to destroy a grand piano in its 
staggering trajectory up stairs. After fleeing the scene, the duo rents Mariachi costumes and they join the 
flocks of Mariachis who prowl the streets, bars, and restaurants, looking to play for tips, or to contract for 
a wedding, birthday or celebration. Again, the duo misses the mark, and Manolin wears the outfit, but 
without the defining adorned sombrero. Finally, Manolin is induced to play the role of husband of Lolita, 
and asked to wear a ridiculous outfit, a parody of the golfing outfits favored by the elites, with argyle-cum-
reindeer design sweater, baggy knickers, and silly shoes and socks.     
 
La Mujer Ajena / Another Man’s Wife (1954):          Augusta is deceitful.  It is a deceitfulness driven by her 
condition of emotional starvation – she married her husband for his wealth and his position, and cares 
nothing for him. He is the quintessential gentleman and “great man” in that his is quiet, sober, driven to 



work, honest, conscientious, and respectful. There is nothing passionate or irrational in his behavior. 
Further, he irritates Augusta because she cannot penetrate his shell of self-control, and she does not 
believe he loves her. And, he does come across as smug and superior (a word used many times in the 
film). In many ways, the film reinforces the cliché that women are emotional, shallow creatures who need 
constant flows of attention. But, thankfully, not all women in the film are deceitful. Leonor is honest, kind, 
compassionate, and straightforward.  Federico’s criada (maid) is protective, nurturing, and 
sheltering.  Once Augusta enters into a web of deceit, she continues to entangle herself. For example, 
when Monroy says he saw her she claims she was visiting her seamstress rather than Federico’s love 
nest. She has to invent lies to cover her actions and her behavior. As she swears she is telling the truth, it 
is hard imagine it will end well, given that she has become pregnant with Federico’s child. 
 
El Medallon del Crimen / The Incriminating Medallion (1956):          María tries to deceive to deceive 
Ramón and it ultimately leads to her undoing. She should know that betrayal is the one thing he cannot 
abide; in fact, the film opens with a scene of his shooting a double-crossing underling three times in the 
head. The soundtrack, with the blaring jazz that evokes agitated emotions and the omnipresent pops and 
cracks of fireworks that sound all the world like gunshots, reinforces the presence of death by gunshot. 
María tries to deceive Ramón by trying to explain away the smell of cigar smoke and the cigar itself, and 
then ultimately, to claim her sister’s friend visited. Nothing about her story is true.  But, nothing about 
Ramón’s story to her has been true: he lied about his name, his identity, and his intentions. The level of 
deception is what makes this film noir so intriguing: where does deception begin and end? In this case, 
the deception is an attempt to invent oneself, but ultimately, the effort is futile because the only reality to 
build on is one of moral quicksand. Ramón is a gangster whose business is about fraud and false 
identities. María is a woman who will enter into a “kept woman” status in order to advance herself and her 
status in the world. 
 
Donde las Dan las Toman / Tit for Tat (1957):          Antonio and Isabel have been exploited and betrayed 
by their love interests to the point that they are ready to swear off romantic love, which they conveniently 
codify as the other gendered person in the couple. The problem for them has been duplicity, but perhaps 
more specifically, gold-digging. They are fed up with being targeted for their wealth, and also for having 
nothing but the most vacuous of relationships with the individuals who, while initially seductive, have 
nothing in common with them. As a case in point, Carlos is a smooth womanizer, whose sleek, suave 
exterior masks a cold, sociopathic attitude toward women (“I exploit them, then discard them when I’m 
done with them.”).  When Isabel is rightly outraged by his lies (“I’ve been on a three-day business trip”), 
he mocks her feelings or simply patronizes her in cooing, soothing tones. When Isabel and Antonio meet, 
although they bicker and fight over control, they are able to communicate on a deep level, and they can 
express not only their feelings, but also their ideas about the meaning of life by means of their songs. 
 
El Ultimo Mexicano / The Last Mexican (1960):       Calhoun deceives the Poindexters on many levels. 
First, he pretends to be a loyal friend to Henry, when in reality, he is simply using him to ingratiate himself 
to Mr. Poindexter and to persuade Luisa to marry him. Second, Calhoun pretends to be a great warrior, 
but it is not at all clear that his record in the U.S. Army is what he claims. Finally, he pretends to be a man 
of resources, but in reality, he is a gambler and desperately needs money.  Perhaps the most intense 
deception took place when he claimed that Mauricio murdered Henry Poindexter. The reality is that 
Calhoun planned to murder Mauricio, but shot Henry in error due to the fact that Henry had borrowed 
Mauricio’s jacket due to the cold. 
 
SEDUCTION 
 
Caballo a Caballo / Horse to Horse (1939). Angel, Inocente, Marta, Socorro:          Throughout the film, 
marriage is seen as a normative social institution that serves as a pillar of society and makes it possible 
for families to preserve their status and standing. That said, marriages are shown to be of convenience, 
and love is proffered up as integral part of the equation. However, Marta does not love the man she 
married. She married him to escape her father. Her husband does not love her; he simply wants access 
to priceless jewels. At the end of the film, true love is shown to be the powerful force that solidifies 
marriages and also provides impetus for reform. While love and marriage are themes in the film, there is a 
strong subtext that suggests that the true love and long-term commitments are not between the married 



couples, but between the friends and dependents. The true “marriages” are putatively between Angel and 
Inocente (despite the complete lack of chemistry) and between Marta and Socorro (who demonstrates 
loyalty and devotion). There is absolutely no evidence of chemistry between Angel and Marta, nor 
between Inocente and Socorro, a phenomenon that is not unusual in Bustillo Oro films. In fact, when 
looking at Bustillo Oro’s oeuvre in its totality, there are many repeated motifs or even repurposed chunks 
of scripts, many of which have a clear subversive or even “queer” subtext. 
 
Fijate Que Suave / Look, How Smooth (1948): Manolin and Shilinsky            Courtship is portrayed as an 
insincere display of drunken bathos (calling in the mariachis for a serenade) or Machiavellian suaveness 
(which gives more irony to Manolín’s favorite exclamation, “Look, how smooth!”), which both attempt to 
seduce through romance rather than real friendship. When Panchito tries to impress Gracia by bringing 
mariachis, and he grotesquely performs a Mexican “grito” – a yelp of pain, exultation, and emotion – he 
renders the entire process farcical because he totally subverts the values it is supposed to represent – 
sincerity, intensity, and love.  Further, when Shilinsky smoothly yet surreptitiously approaches Chayita by 
sneaking to her gates under the cover of darkness, or insinuating himself into her home as her 
godmother’s distant relative, his entire pursuit is built on misrepresentation and dissembling. When 
Manolín muses about how wonderful their life will be if Shilinsky manages to bag the heiress, it is clear 
that there is no real affection or meeting of the minds, much less anything resembling love with a 
soulmate. Shilinsky is simply shamelessly opportunistic.         
 
Retorno a la Juventud / Return to Youth (1954): Professor Gaudio: Love / Lust:          In theory, what 
Professor Gaudio is feeling for Inés is a manifestation of pent-up love, a kind of true love that one might 
see in works of literature such as Dante’s Vita Nuova. However, in reality, it is an obsessive love which is 
heightened to tragic proportions when he realizes that she finds Gaudio of 40 years ago (his portrait) very 
attractive (although she is joking with him), but not the current grandfatherly Professor Gaudio. The 
bubbling up of lust is intensified after Gaudio summons a demon who promptly offers a Faustian bargain 
for restored youth. Youth is restored, but at the expense of sanity and common decency, as the young 
Gaudio is a lustful double for the idealistic Professor Gaudio. 
 
El Medallon del Crimen / The Incriminating Medallion (1956):          El Medallón del crimen (El 13 de oro) 
is a crime drama, but it is also a psychological investigation into temptation and why people fall into doing 
things they know will be self-destructive or which violate their core values.  When Raul goes to the office, 
it’s clear why he succumbs to the champagne toasts, even though he scarcely drinks alcohol. He wants to 
be accepted by his office mates and the group. Then, when he sees the mysterious woman who is 
wearing the brooch he designed for his beloved María, he is overwhelmed by emotion and when she 
shows affection to him, he goes along with it, even though he swears he would never betray his wife. The 
mysterious woman invites Raul to her apartment, even without knowing his name. She knows it is 
dangerous; her gangster boyfriend is a hot-tempered murderer who would not even give her his real 
name when they first met. But, her defiance trumps her common sense in another case of strong 
emotions flooding and negating reason and rationality.    
 
SOCIAL CLASS 
 
Por Ellas, Aunque Mal Paguen / For the Ladies, although they pay badly (1952):          What makes the 
film a comedy and fun to watch is the “fish out of water” and “just desserts” interplay.  Seeing the snobby 
elites taken down a notch and cut down to size is amusing and also to see them having to actually work 
for their keep is equally amusing. When César attempts to carry a large bag of feed, and in doing so 
looses his balance and falls over, it is quite comical. Perhaps the most amusing is seeing Doña Victoria in 
the kitchen, checking the spices in her sauces and hand flattening tortillas to make fresh every morning. 
Perfectly coiffed in Mexico City, she looks a bit harried here, with her hair falling over her face; not 
slatternly, but certainly mussed. 
 
Las Enganadas / The Deceived (1954):                 The men who are members of the elite (Felipe, 
Florencio, and Andrés) go to elaborate lengths to create a sham marriage, replete with a faux priest, and 
a reception. They consider the apartment that Elisa and Felipe will live to be a “love nest” and are as 
shameless as to wonder aloud if they might be able to use it once Felipe tires of it. There is deliberate 



ambiguity in this commentary, and one could interpret the conversation as meaning when Felipe tires of 
the apartment or of Elisa. Either interpretation is reprehensible and absolutely dehumanizing. In contrast, 
Nachita, the servant who devotedly looks out for Elisa’s interests, is perspicacious, clear-headed, and 
crisply honest in all her dealings. She is a solid rock and trustworthy friend. Also, Sr. López, although not 
working class, but an employee, is equally honest (albeit humorous for his propensity to speak in the 
diminutive). 
 
Del Brazo y Por la Calle / Arm in Arm and Down the Street (1956):        Del brazo y por la calle the story 
of María and Alberto, who marry in spite of María’s parents’ exhortations to the contrary.  Wealthy parents 
never want to see their daughters marry impecunious artists, and it is even more the case in highly 
stratified Mexico where social hierarchy has been so rigidly enforced it amounts to a caste system. But, 
love will be love, and all it takes is a little bit of Puck’s pansy juice in the eyes, and the beautiful society 
debutante falls in love with the penniless artist who lives in a noisy apartment that is falling apart at the 
seams and inhabited by carousing neighbors and sexual predators. The film is about the how the once 
utopian part of the city that housed the hub of President Porfirio Diaz’s immense railway network evolved 
into a dystopian, Hephaestian inferno around the Nonoalco Bridge, and how that environment slowly 
chipped away the sanity of the residents. In the end, the strength of their love prevails, but it is not without 
deep challenges and introspection. The clanging, shrieking, hoarse-throated city breaks down, but in 
doing so, it reveals the gold within. 
 
La Sobrina del Señor Cura / The Priest’s Niece (1954):         The rigid class structure in small town 
Mexico is sharply critiqued in Juan Bustillo Oro’s interpretation of Carlos Arniches’s play. The rungs of the 
social ladder are clearly marked, and almost impossible to ascend. Once one falls off, there is almost no 
chance of getting back on the ladder.  One such example was the daughter of Don Ramón and Doña 
Dolores. As the daughter of the town’s ruling family, she was expected to marry someone of her same 
position and rank in society. For her to marry the very improbable match, Tomá, who could barely read 
and write, was considered anathema. When she died in childbirth, she essentially disappeared from the 
consciousness of the community. 
 
MEXICAN IDENTITY: 
 
En los Tiempos de Don Porfirio / In the Times of Don Porfirio (1934):         Beginning with the title of the 
film (In the times of Porfirio Diaz) and continuing with themes of love, separation, loss, and reconciliation, 
the script tells the story of a betrothed couple whose wedding was cancelled due to the failure of the 
bridegroom to appear, and an outraged mother who blocked her pregnant daughter’s contact with her 
fiancé, so she could move to France, marry her uncle, and raise her daughter in tacit respectability. It is 
worth keeping in mind that the decadent behavior happened before Porfirio Diaz was elected to his first 
term, and all the restoration occurred while Porfirio Diaz was snugly ensconced in his second term, where 
he brought about a stunning pace of infrastructure and economic transformation. The fact that it mainly 
benefited the upper classes and exacerbated income inequality is not addressed in this film. After all, it is 
a story of individuals in the upper economic classes of Mexico. Thus, the glittering dances and beautiful 
homes were designed to evoke nostalgia among the upper and middle-class viewers who had endured 
30 years of change and economic difficulties. 
 
Al Son de la Marimba / To the Musical Style (Son) of the Marimba (1941):       While there are differences 
due to social class and ethnic identity, and the Escobars of European descent look down on those of 
indigenous blood, there is the awareness that all are Mexican, and that there is tremendous pride in all 
the traditions of Mexico that keep its history alive. For example, the dresses worn by the women at the 
fiesta are hand-embroidered with traditional designs, and the dances themselves incorporate indigenous 
and European influences to forge a culture that is uniquely Mexican. While regional identities and 
customs vary – the Escobars even have difficulty understanding the idiomatic or local terms used in 
Chiapas, they eventually embrace the regional differences, and strengthen their connection to the uniting 
identity. In this case, one’s identity is what allows individuals and families to survive, because it allows 
them to work together in harmony and with mutual respect. The structure of the music of Chiapas, with its 
energy, humor, flirtatious spirit, is optimistic and cheerful. It is in stark contrast with the music of other 
parts of Mexico, namely Jalisco, where churros sing with mariachi bands, and the rancheras feature loud 



bittersweet weeping, the agonized “grito” of thwarted love, themes of longing, loss, and heartache. There 
is more of a sense of play in the musical tradition of Chiapas, not only in the dances, in which the dancers 
tell a story and role-play, but also in the “bombas” or rhymed “roasts.” The “bombas” emphasize one’s 
humanity and  bring people together through shared laughter, while the Jalisco cowboy (charro) 
expresses values such as honor, revenge, and self-abnegation. Further, it is important to note that the 
serenades sung by Felipe do have a bewitching effect on Margarita, just as he predicted with the first 
song, which he claimed at the time would cause her to fall hopelessly in love with him.   
 
Cuando Quiere un Mexicano / When a Mexican Is in Love (1944):       Cuando Quiere un Mexicano is one 
of the earlier of the Jorge Negrete musical comedies, of which he would ultimately make over 40.  Juan 
Bustillo Oro proved himself to be adept at showcasing Mexican culture and appealing to a broad 
audience of the Mexican working and middle class that had flocked to the “carpas” and now packed 
movie theaters. Jorge Negrete, who, with Pedro Infante and Javier Solis, formed the “3 Gallos,” 
represented a tremendous opportunity to expand the musical comedy genre, and record for posterity 
some of the most beautiful renditions of rancheras of that time. What sets “Cuando Quiere un Mexicano” 
apart is the “Battle of sexes” and “Battle of cowboys” as a Mexican cowboy (charro) confronts an 
Argentine cowgirl (gauchita), and they have musical duels as they tussle for dominion and libidinal sparks 
fly. The highly nationalistic Mexican audience would have delighted in seeing Bustillo Oro exaggerate all 
the cultural stereotypes of Argentines: their arrogance, self-importance, strange accent, lack of 
indigenous culture (overly Europeanized). They would have also enjoyed the subversion of social 
hierarchy as the manservant is foisted into the role of “patron” the wealthy landowner, Don Guillermo del 
Valle, is treated as though he is a lowly servant. Contributing to the populist appeal of the film is a 
powerful “Taming of the Shrew” story arc that includes “comedy” that is, in reality, rather disturbing 
psychological and physical abuse toward women. Guillermo is quite quick-witted and defeats the upstart 
intruder, Mercedes, at every turn. He has quick wordplay with her, and also thinks ahead about how to 
have her moment of comeuppance. 
 
No Basta Ser Charro / It’s Not Enough to be a Cowboy (1948):       The film contains many aspects of 
Mexican identity that would likely resonate with the middle and working class audiences.  The hacienda is 
at the very heart and soul of Mexican identity, and the “charro” – the ornately dressed cowboy from 
Jalisco – is the embodiment of that culture.  Ramon Blanquet and Jorge Negrete embodied the charro. 
Later, the female embodiment appeared in the form of Carmen, whose traditional dress with shawl 
(rebozo), and her kneeling and grinding corn on a stone metate to make the flour for tacos, would pluck at 
the heartstrings of any Mexican. The ranch, with its patio, metal gates, stone fountains, and rustic 
furniture with a crucifix over each bed, also embodied the traditional Mexican way of life. Finally, the 
music – the rancheras sung by a singer accompanied by a group of mariachi musicians, represents an 
important aspect of Mexican identity, particularly one that accompanied the Jalisco cowboy, the 
“charro.”     
 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello / Only Veracruz Is Beautiful (1948):         Mexican Regional Music and Culture: 
The message of this film, as others by Bustillo Oro that show urbane Mexico City snobs relocating in the 
countryside, is one that seems to be at the core of all “fish out of water” themes. As Mexicans return to 
the countryside and participate in the culture, whether it be the “charro” of Jalisco or the “son jarocho” of 
Veracruz, the immersion in the ranch and nature, is restorative. The idea is that the cultural authenticity 
brings back decency and morality:  honesty, hard work, communal living, and a supportive social network. 
The irony is that Veracruz is in no way a paragon of virtuous living: murder is treated as a casual event, 
relatives are scheming how to cheat their own neighbors (and kin) of their inheritance, and at a mere 
suggestion, fiesta-goers enthusiastically draw their machetes from their holsters, and charge to the 
beach, eager to participate in what will undoubtedly be a bloody melee. Nevertheless, the sentimental 
fervor for regional Mexican culture, particularly the song, dance, and folkways in the ranch, 
 
Dos de la Vida Airada / Two from the Criminal Life (1948)          Like many of the films directed by Juan 
Bustillo Oro, Dos de la vida airada deals with issues of Mexican identity, particularly with authenticity vs. 
opportunistic simulacra.  After performing a Russian song and dance routine, Manolin suddenly erupts in 
a “grito” with which mariachis begin and end their songs.  His rendering is considered blasphemous and 
they are run out of the carpa. The most comical example of this in the film occurs when Manolin and 



Shilinsky rent charro outfits to pose as mariachis so they can play on the street and in restaurants for tips, 
or contract to play a wedding, birthday or other special occasion.  There is a comical scene in which 
Bustillo Oro lampoons the mariachi-for-hire culture when a large number of independent mariachis for 
hire swarm an elegant limousine as it approaches, and they compete for potential mariachi work. When 
one rather jaded man complains that none of the mariachis for hire are doing anything unique, his 
daughters point to Manolin and Shilinsky, who, dressed in their rented charro suits and with one proper 
sombrero between them, are singing a silly novelty song.  The daughters are enchanted (“Oh, Daddy, buy 
them!”), but the father is less so, presumably seeing them for what they are. With their repertoire lacking 
of even the most classic standards (“Guadalajara,” for example), and Shilinsky’s at times very thick 
Russian accent, their performance as mariachis is subversive. For those who consider mariachi music as 
an important part of Mexican cultural identity, Manolin and Shilinsky should be chased down and severely 
chastised (which is precisely what happens).  
 
Por Ellas, Aunque Mal Paguen / For the Ladies, although they pay badly (1952):         Above all, the film 
celebrates what it means to be Mexican, and the unique traditions centered in the state of Jalisco, which 
was on the Camino Real from Mexico City to the western Pacific coast port city of San Blas.  The Mexican 
cowboy and the adorned “charro” later incorporated into the uniforms worn by mariachi bands, are 
celebrated in the film, and shown to be both restorative and transformational for all Mexicans who have 
lost their bearings. When Don Anastacio complains about the mariachis and expresses horror at having 
to listen to it, his dislike shows his misguided disdain for Mexican tradition, and his preference for effete 
and even damaging colonialist fantasies, demonstrate that he is out of balance. At the end, as he 
performs the perfect Mexican mariachi “grito,” he has embraced all that is celebratory and life-
engendering about Mexican culture. That said, the constant ingesting of tequila is perceived as repugnant 
by Isabel and her mother. 
 
Las Aventuras de Pito Perez / The Adventures of Pito Perez (1957):         Bustillo Oro’s cinematography 
captures the Mexico of the early 20th century, with its beautiful mountains, lush vegetation, plowed fields, 
and picturesque villages with churches constructed in the 16th century.  In addition to providing inside 
views of church services, where the priest gives Mass in Latin while standing on a platform that looks like 
an egg shell.  The stained glass, religious icons and statues have been made by local artisans, giving the 
sense that one is watching a documentary. Later, scenes in the market contain many shots of how people 
are selling, the women who have stands, and the way that the market itself is organized. Other cultural 
customs that are featured include the central plaza in the towns, with their gazebos and benches where 
women and men walk, visit, and chat with each other. The architecture and the design of the streets is 
also featured, and one had a clear sense of life in a Mexican village.  Combined with a lyrical description 
by the narrator, the scenes evoke deep emotion. 
 
Donde las Dan las Toman / Tit for Tat (1957):       This film, along with others directed by Juan Bustillo 
Oro, is a celebration of Mexican identity, and as such, it includes many of the aspects of Mexican culture 
and tradition that are considered integral to Mexican culture and identity. El Ultimo Mexicano, Acá las 
tortas!, and Por ellas, aunque mal paguen, and Las aventuras de Pito Pérez are just a few. In Donde las 
dan, las toman, the culture of the ranch and the “ranchera” are at the heart of it. The fact that Hacienda 
Las Animas is in ruins and Isabel and Antonio sing while wearing elaborate and highly stylized costumes 
(rather than the working attire of the ranch), signifies that the ranch that is at the heart of Mexican identity, 
is already at least a half a century out of working order, and that the actual Hacienda is more of a 
romantic or nostalgic dream than the experience of most Mexicans. To romanticize the Mariachi musical 
tradition, the “ranchera” song form, and the hacienda “great ranch” with its basis on great holdings of land 
and a patriarchal power structure, contains a political statement as well, because such holdings were 
broken up in the Mexican Revolution, and then the ensuing land reform gave ownership to ejidos or 
communal blocks in 1917, and later in the 1930s and 40s, there were further land redistributions. The 
idea that one person might own a Hacienda outright is a nostalgic tip of the hat to the grand “latifundios” 
established by the Spanish Viceroy, and a colonial grip on not just ownership, but also the racial structure 
of ownership. It is very telling that both Antonio and Isabel are of European descent, while Anita, the 
assistant (or servant) seems to potentially be mestiza. The inherent contradiction embodied in the idea of 
embracing symbols of the colonial era (the music, the charro, the hacienda culture) while instituting 
dramatic economic and political change (land reform, voting rights), seems to make the love for the 



tradition all the more intense, perhaps because anyone can sing rancheras or wear the highly decorative 
outfits, and thus assume the identity and lay claim to the attributes of nobility, intense passion, 
fearlessness, and expressiveness. 
 
El Ultimo Mexicano / The Last Mexican (1960):        is, above all, Mexican. In addition to wearing the 
traditional Mexican “charro” outfit, in direct contrast with the others around him, who wear traditional 
Texan cowboy hats, vests, long-sleeve shirts, and pants. His attitude toward Luisa is in stark contrast with 
his rival, Captain Calhoun.  Whereas Calhoun would seek to capture Luisa by convincing her father to 
commit her to marriage, Mauricio expresses romantic love (with echoes of the Iberian “peninsular” 
tradition of courtly love and the troubadour poets) directly to Luisa through his songs and expressive 
exhortations. After 1848, Mexico had to cede the lands north of the Rio Grande to the United States. It 
was a bitter pill because at one time, Spain (and then, Mexico) controlled a great deal of the American 
West and Southwest. The arrival of the Poindexters, who were from Louisiana and supposedly Creole, 
represent a clash of colonial influence (French vs Mexican). The Mexican identity is threatened by 
erasure by the influx of outsiders (the people from Louisiana), just as the Comanches battle extinction as 
they continue to try to regain land that was in their control before the arrival of the Spaniards / 
Mexicans.  The African-American slaves who are brought by the Louisiana planter family also represent a 
clash of civilizations, and one which was particularly harsh to those of African origin.    
 
WOMEN’S ROLES: 
 
La Tia de las Muchachas / The Girls’ Aunt (1938):  Florentino / Tia Florentina -       The comedy derives a 
great deal of its humor from the fact that gender roles are very well defined and strict in early 20th century 
Mexico. Women are expected to have smooth, high-pitched voices, and men are expected to possess 
deep baritones. In the city, women wear dresses, men wear suits, while in the country, and on the ranch, 
men may wear wide sombreros and typical vaquero (Mexican cowboy) outfits. Women who work on the 
ranch wear skirts and blouses, with brightly colored sashes and wide multi-purpose scarves (rebozos). 
Any deviation from that is a cause for humor, or in the case of the Don Goyo and Don Chema, horror. The 
others who are in on the joke (and more in control), are able to play with the gender fluidity. There is one 
scene that acknowledges a frustration with the rigidity gender roles in Mexican society. While still asleep, 
the makeup, nails, and hair team work on Florentino’s transformation to Tia Florentina. Pancho is the 
hairdresser, and he speaks and behaves in an effeminate manner.  As he leaves, he tells Fernando (who 
first refers to him in the feminine as Panchita rather than Panchito) how gratifying and uplifting it is to see 
that there are men who want to costume themselves as women.  In that moment, there is an allusion to a 
subterranean world of transvestites, but that they are not only marginalized, their presence is hidden and 
largely denied. 
 
No Basta Ser Charro / It’s Not Enough to be a Cowboy (1948):        Both Marta and Tía Tula do not 
conform to what is considered to be the normal roles for women in Mexican society. First, Marta is much 
too headstrong and utterly obsessed with Jorge Negrete, to the point that she is willing to throw herself at 
him (when she thinks Ramón is Jorge) and to propose marriage to him (which stuns Ramón, who was by 
then, captivated by her). Tía Tula shocks the very traditional ranchworker Refugio because she wears 
large, baggy jodhpurs instead of a skirt, and mixes it with a large pearl necklace, an elaborate head 
wrapping and gaudy earrings. For Refugio, her appearance is actually quite terrifying. Tia is a spinster. 
Marta’s mother passed away, and so the implication is that Marta has had very poor instruction in how to 
be a woman in Mexican society. 
 
Fijate Que Suave / Look, How Smooth (1948):       Almost at every turn, someone is donning the costume 
of something they are not, or are not quite. In Dos de la Vida Airada (Two from the Criminal Life), Manolín 
and Shilinsky are first introduced as entertainers dressed up in Russian folk costumes, as they play the 
balalaika, sing, and dance using Russian folk dancing moves.  It is part of their comedy routine, and the 
fact that Shilinsky is an emigrant from Lithuania gives some authenticity to it, but not much, considering 
that their song and dance are rather cartoonish, and fall into the category of “camp.” After being chased 
off the stage where they were performing, the duo stop by a suit rental store from which they emerge, 
completely outfitted as mariachis.  With that identity, revered to the point of almost being sacred in the 
Mexican culture, Manolin and Shilinsky amble from bar to bar where they proceed to work for tips, which 



is potentially a good idea, except that they have no command whatsoever of genuine mariachi music or 
“rancheras.” In Fíjate Qué Suave (Look, How Smooth), when Manolin and Shilinsky perform at night club, 
they wear suits, but Manolin’s pants are short and baggy, as though he were a boy and not a man.  Once 
convinced to masquerade as a maiden aunt godmother, Manolin becomes “Manolita” as he impersonates 
Doña Mañuelita.  His cross-dressing impersonation is exaggerated and campy, which results in a 
personality that completely overwhelms and upstages the authentically female characters, the rather 
retiring Chayito and her sister, Gloria. Chayito, Gloria, and Shilinsky serve as foils for those who are 
cross-dressing or otherwise self-costuming. The self-costuming (as self-actualization) applies to Don 
Cayetano and Panchito as well, given that they are nothing close to actual patrones of ranches, although 
they dress as though they were “churros” (expert horsemen) and patrones (ranch owners). 
 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello / Only Veracruz Is Beautiful (1948):       The lovely heiress, Aurora, has been 
betrothed to Don Ramón for many years in an arrangement forged by the patriarch and owner of Rancho 
El Paraíso. However, Ramón left the ranch to pursue studies and a life of idle leisure as he wandered 
around the world, so she really has not met him in any meaningful way. Nature abhors a vacuum, so the 
next-door neighbor (and Ramón’s cousin), Chico, stepped in to pay court to Aurora. It seems they have 
more of a platonic relationship until Don Ramón (disguised as Licensiado Gutiérrez) arrives on the scene 
and sparks fly. Don Ramón is attracted to Aurora, and pursues her. In the meantime, with the advent of a 
bit of competition, Chico starts to serenade her and also to perform folkloric songs (son jarocho).  
 
Las Tandas del Principal / The Sets of the Principal (1949):       The double standard is in full force in this 
film. Carlos proposes to the very intelligent and talented Lucero that she lower herself to be a “kept” 
woman, completely dependent on him. He can be as promiscuous as he wishes, and no one thinks worse 
of him. She, however, must demonstrate her absolute chastity. It’s hard to believe she was the least bit 
interested in a lout like Carlos, even if he did seem passionately in love. 
 
La Loca de la Casa / The Madwoman of the House (1950): Victoria.       The original play was published 
in Spain in 1892, and it was not too surprising to see that women’s power emanated from their marital 
status and above all, their ability to become mothers. Nevertheless, there is “virtue power” in the sense 
that a virtuous woman, particularly a nun, is seen as a socialization vector, which is to say that in their 
roles as teachers and expositors of values, they wield a very potent normative force. In the complex world 
of mid 20th-century Mexico, with the vestiges of colonial elite’s lineages and the powerful energy of the 
newly empowered people who were granted land through the “reforma” and the “ejido” system, a virtuous 
woman would be, above all, a stabilizing presence eliciting absolute trust. So, when Victoria appears in 
her white habit showing she is a novice, and she wishes to restore her father’s interest in the company he 
founded, she has credibility and agency. The real source of self-determination and agency come with her 
ability to bear children, however. The film juxtaposes the presence of nuns, a convent, and elements of 
worship in the Catholic church with a self-made businessman who constantly expresses his rules for living 
and his moral code. One is an institutional source of codified virtue, while the other is a secular source of 
virtue, where the self-made man also creates a self-made code of virtue. José María Cruz’s self-made 
code of virtue include such ideas as a) Never give money for nothing; b) always speak the truth; c) be 
frank and tell it like you see it; and d) believe in yourself (“I’m always right!”). His truth and moral code 
(including virtues), are socially constructed, which is to say that although they seem to suggest an 
essentialist approach to reality, they are actually informed by practice (praxis), and as such, virtue and the 
meaning of virtue as ultimately phenomenal; they arise in the phenomenal world, as a consequence of 
interactions and experience. 
 
La Huella de unos labios: Maria.       María is abused in so many ways that it’s hard to understand why 
she endured it, until one comprehends that her entire goal is to avenge the death of Felipe. Cesar 
regularly pushes, hits, slaps, and threatens María. He also verbally abuses her by shouting at her, 
demanding impossible tasks to be done instantly, and mocking and degrading her. In a subversive 
reading of this text, one could argue that although Maria takes on the role of detective and warrior, she is 
also reinforcing the notion that for a woman to be truly virtuous in society, she must punish herself and 
deprive herself of basic comforts, dignity, and respect. The rather coded message is that there is no real 
place for a childless adult woman. It is a nihilistic view of society, and one can extend the exterminating 
energy toward Felipe, who defended the women. Ironically, the least abusive relationship is that between 



Cesar and his right-hand man, Luís. They have a strong bond, and Luis is very protective of his boss, 
while Cesar in turn, depends on him. They are the “power couple” in the movie, and the fact that they die 
at the same time, and in an accidental murder/suicide rather perversely echoes Romeo and Juliet. 
 
La Mujer Ajena / Another Man’s Wife (1954):       The film explores the double standard with men and 
women’s roles. For example, Monroy likes to be known as a ladies’ man, and is offended by Augusta’s 
behavior, not so much for having betrayed her husband and his friend, but for having spurned his 
attentions in favor of the younger, weaker Federico Viera. A man such as Monroy, who may or may not 
be married, is admired for being able to charm and seduce the women, whereas Augusta is roundly 
condemned for seeking affection outside her marriage. Within the context of the film, women are 
expected to be content with the affection that the husband is willing to give, while the husband is entitled 
to the wife’s physical intimacy as a part of her required duties of marriage. The wife has no ability to 
complain when the husband withholds attention, and keeps himself walled off emotionally. In the case of 
La Mujer Ajena, Augusta behaves as though she is utterly starved for affection, and she will use whatever 
leverage she can to secure Federico’s love. It’s important to note that Augusta’s “love” looks like 
obsession and lust and Federico’s love looks like a quiet acquiescence to bullying.  
 
Las Engañadas (1954):       Elisa is a virtuous woman, despite the fact that she is tricked into a sham 
marriage by a shameless playboy and his friends. She is not promiscuous; in fact she is absolutely faithful 
and loyal to the man she considers that she married. She sacrifices everything to be a good and loving 
mother to her son, and she is a loyal friend to Nachita, the faithful employee. Elisa is also hard-working 
and willing to do work hard in dignified areas of enterprise such as being a seamstress. Even though 
poorly paying and taxing to the eyes, fingers, shoulders, and general health, the activity is respectable. 
Delayed gratification is a cornerstone of all womanly virtues. Being willing to endure frustration, 
marginalization, humiliation, abandonment, and outright rejection is a “must” for the virtuous woman. 
Eventually it will pay off, and the patience will have been worth it. Finally, a virtuous woman 
acknowledges hierarchy, especially that of a matriarchy. She defers to Doña Carlota, even though she 
was told that Felipe could never marry her due to class and social rank differences. The situation 
illustrates that matriarchy is the hidden force behind a patriarchal society, even though it cannot do much 
to rectify the situation that men from prominent families can trade on their family’s position, even though 
they are reprobates and scoundrels.  
 
The Priest’s Niece / La Sobrina del Señor Cura (1954):        Women’s options in the Mexican village 
where Padre Sabino lived with his housekeeper and adopted daughter, were limited not only by social 
expectations of women, but also by social class.  Women of higher classes were expected to marry and 
then keep a lovely home for her husband. Women of the lower classes were expected to work outside the 
family and yet to provide for their children (often many). Obedience to the paterfamilias (head of 
household) and chastity were absolutes. Women and girls who disobeyed paid with their lives (as 
illustrated by Lucila’s mother’s death in childbirth). There was a tremendous double standard, as evinced 
in the fact that Bérnabe had to tolerate a bit of the parish priest’s scolding, but found it quite easy to 
simply ignore Rosita. He did not pay any social consequences for seducing and impregnating a naïve 
country girl. Rosita, however, paid dearly. She became a “fallen woman” and had to leave town where 
she had to invent some sort of story about being a widow.  
 
Las Engañadas (1954):        Elisa was orphaned when she was young, and thus did not live in a home 
with a father and a mother, nor did she have the benefit of an extended family. The closest was Nacha, 
who worked in the orphan’s home where Elisa grew up. Nacha loved Elisa like a mother, and did her best 
to nurture her, show her love, and to protect her. However, as a servant in the household, there was not 
very much that she could do. However, she could at least keep her eyes and ears open and communicate 
what she learned. The film shows in many ways how fragmenting the family results in vulnerability. For 
example, little Felipito can has only his unmarried mother and Nacha to protect him from being taken from 
the only home he has known and then deposited in his grandmother’s house. 
 
Padre Contra Hijo / Father Against Son (1955):       The film depicts several different roles for women in 
the Mexican society, often with rather sobering results.  Juan de Diós is a hard-working champion for his 



mother, and through his perspective and that of other men, such as his father, Don Cecilio García, we 
can see the way that men define and delimit the options open for women.  
 
“Loose” woman who gives birth out of wedlock. Don Cecilio does not acknowledge the fact that he is the 
father of Juan de Dios, and in doing so, he reduces the woman he seduced to a very low level.  The fact 
that he will neither acknowledge the fact that they were together as a couple, nor recognize his son, 
seems quite harsh.  His treatment of Eloisa is in no way unusual, however, and reflects the values of 
Mexican society.   Don Cecilio thinks so little of the mother of his son that he will not even let her into the 
house. 
 
Self-sacrificing mother.  Juan de Dios refers many times to the fact that his mother literally went hungry 
and worked herself half-blind just to make a living to support him through her sewing.  When Don Cecilio 
abandoned her, she did not make a scene or force herself on him, but accepted her fate with dignity.  
Judgmental moral enforcer. Tía Domitila is Don Cecilio’s sister, and she rejects both Juan de Diós and 
Eloisa Ruiz. She is scathing and dismissive and considers Eloisa a woman of low moral character, and 
her son nothing more than a con artist scoundrel.  
 
Dutiful daughter. Lucía, the orphan who was brought into the family to raise as a daughter, is obedient, 
with a pleasant demeanor and the ability to tolerate the harsh, judgmental and elitist attitudes of both Tía 
Domitila and Don Cecilio.  She represents the proper role of daughter: conservative, reserved, obedient, 
and cheerful. 
 
FAMILY LOYALTY:  
 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello / Only Veracruz Is Beautiful (1948):       Many of the comedic elements of the film 
have to do with the absurd caricatures of elites and “high” culture that are presented in the film.  As in all 
of the films produced by the Grovas and Bustillo Oro partnership, the main appeal is a populist one that 
rejects social hierarchies, snobbery, and the corrupt methods used to preserve one’s wealth. Refugio, the 
personal assistant (a “manservant” in the parlance of the times), dresses in extremely formal attire, and is 
a thorough-going urbanite, which is to say that he adores living in Mexico City and above all, New York 
City, but loathes the idea of a “rustic” life in a remote ranch in the tropical and remote of Veracruz. Not 
only is his incorporation of English phrases highly intrusive and annoying to those around him (and 
presumably the audience), his use of Spanish is absurdly formal and completely out of touch with the 
vocabulary of the cook, the maid servant, and the bevy of ranch hands who spend time in the kitchen and 
the grounds. Don Ramón who may seem more sympathetic at first is no normalizer of the social order. He 
pulls rank on Refugio and regularly tells him to “obey” and threatens punishment. Don Ramón simply lives 
within his privilege, while Refugio repeatedly has to be rather pugilistic about it. 
 
Las Tandas del Principal / The Sets of the Principal (1949):          Marriage with a person of the proper 
rank in the social hierarchy is considered important to maintain one’s own standing and to achieve goals 
(politics, etc).  Carlos de Gracia recognizes that in order to achieve his political goals, he must be married, 
and it needs to be with someone with the right pedigree. At the same time, Don Juan de Gracia is eager 
to have grandchildren, but he wants them to be produced through marriage and not through illicit affairs. 
 
La Loca de la Casa / The Madwoman of the House (1950):          The theme of self-sacrifice appears 
many times in the film. It first appears when Gabriela considers sacrificing herself to marry José María 
Cruz. Later, the sacrifice is made when Victoria marries José María, and her family looks on in horror and 
grief. Another sacrifice is attempted when Daniel claims he wants to join a monastic order when she took 
herself out of the marriage pool. Self-sacrifice is not seen in a particularly noble way in the film; while the 
love of Victoria for her father is viewed in a very positive light, the film does not entertain the notion that a 
man would sacrifice himself.   
 
Aca las Tortas / Sandwiches Here (1951):          Families eventually overcome the external pressures that 
drive them apart. Don Chente and Dolores work hard and their business is a success. One would think 
that such success would unite the family, but instead it drives them apart because it finances Lupe and 
Ricardo’s sojourn in America where their education has the unintended consequence of teaching them to 



be snobs. However, thanks to the behind-the-scenes communications of Jacinta, the family is able to 
come back together and protect Lupe from certain humiliation, grant emotional absolution to the black 
sheep, Vicente, and to look to the future generation as Ricardo shows pride in the family business, and 
an eagerness to respect and work hard with this father. 
 
Por Ellas, Aunque Mal Paguen / For the Ladies, although they pay badly (1952):         The film embraces 
Mexican roots and traditions and rejects elitism and vestiges of Spanish colonialist cultural domination. 
When Isabel and Mariana don the traditional “china poblana” dresses, they are the only things that are 
effective in gaining them husbands. The fact that Isabel’s smells of mothballs is a wonderful way to 
metaphorically suggest that she is finally taking her values out of the cedar chest where they have been 
locked away for far too long. 
 
Padre Contra Hijo / Father Against Son (1955):       Padre contra hijo explores different types of family 
configurations and roles in Mexican society. They can be complex and in many cases, nothing is really as 
it appears from the outside.  
 
Single mother raising a son. Living in a tiny, barren apartment in a noisy city, the mother goes without 
food and clothing to make sure her son has enough to eat and decent shoes on his feet. She is self-
sacrificing and she maintains the invented story that the son’s father died in some sort of heroic manner 
just after the son’s birth.  It is a very difficult life, and not at all unusual in Mexican society.  
 
Extended family with “paterfamilias” under one roof. This is the Mexican ideal, with a powerful male head 
of household (“paterfamilias”), but with the mother of the paterfamilias wielding much power behind the 
scenes, usually as a morality enforcer. The paterfamilias demand respect and dutiful obedience. All 
children must clearly demonstrate their loyalty to the family and willingness to uphold appearances to the 
outside world.  The extended family can include cousins and also occasionally, once married, the couple 
continues to live within the family compound.  
 
“Cousin” not really a cousin. In an attempt to maintain the illusion that all children were born within the 
bounds of holy matrimony, despite the fact that the culture itself is deeply machista and men pride 
themselves on “conquests,” and women fool themselves by wanting to believe the lies, families would 
often welcome a “cousin” that was, in fact, a child born out of wedlock, and very inconvenient for all 
involved. Sometimes the child may be the son or daughter of a close family friend; the informal adoption 
occurs to avoid a calamitous scandal that could potentially derail an arranged marriage or alliance. 
 
El Ultimo Mexicano / The Last Mexican (1960):       Mauricio makes frequent reference to his family ties in 
Guanajuato and  he clearly respects the views and attitudes of his family.  His father, who moved north to 
the Nueces River near Uvalde, Texas, was from Guanajuato. Mauricio refers to his father and his 
Mexican family with fondness and loyalty. The Poindexter family comes to Texas with a full retinue of 
family, servants, and friends (who turn out not to be so friendly). They cohere as a family, and thus they 
thrive. Their downfall was accepting a cynical and duplicitous schemer who coveted their riches.  
 
SUBVERTING AUTHORITY 
  
Caballo a Caballo / Horse to Horse (1939): Angel Pastor.         Angel’s values do not align with the norms 
adhered to by the majority of the people. He has no qualms about stealing from the rich, nor does he 
mind bilking hotels or other thieves. Further, his masquerading as Don Esperidion exposes the fact that 
many of the wealthy class achieved their standing through corruption or dishonesty. For that reason, the 
“Robin Hood” elements of his behavior are deeply populist and likely to amuse an audience of middle to 
lower middle class individuals who enjoyed the “carpas” or tent shows. 
 
Ahí Esta el Detalle / You’re Missing the Point (1940): Cantinflas          One of the most consistent themes 
in the early Cantinflas films is the notion that behind their glossy exteriors and despite their magnificent, 
aristocratic bearing and settings, the rich are nothing more than common criminals.  In fact, they’re worse 
than “common” criminals because they tend to be less intelligent than the quick-witted Cantinflas. In 
1940, this message was a powerful one because Mexico had just completed land reform that, in theory, 



eliminated social inequality. But, in the world of Cantinflas, the elites are more firmly entrenched than 
ever, thanks to their deep-seated criminal nature. Ahí Está el Detalle (1940) is the significant 
breakthrough that Cantinflas had with his peladito character.  He has a girlfriend who is a cook at a 
wealthy person’s house, and Cantinflas likes to show up for dinner. He strolls in as though he owns the 
place, and then makes himself quite at home.  The quirky comedy of errors (and mistaken identity) 
happens when the dog, Bobby, seems to have rabies, and Cantinflas is pressured into shooting and 
killing the dog. As luck would have it, thieves come in and rob the place; plus the owner is, himself, a 
criminal (although he seems to be part of the elites).  In fact, it’s a feature of early Cantinflas films that the 
elites are actually criminals. There are a number of mistaken identities – the criminal named Bobby turns 
up dead, which not helpful for Cantinflas, who confesses that he did kill Bobby, not knowing that they are 
referring to a person and not a dog. The film is a tour de force for Cantinflas as he does all the things he 
later becomes famous for – a rapid, flimflam double-speak when asked a complex or uncomfortable 
question, a complete and total aversion to real work, a weakness for games of chance and frittering away 
time in low places. 
 
Al Son de la Marimba / To the Musical Style (Son) of the Marimba (1941)         Al Son de la Marimba 
derives much of it humor by poking fun at the Mexican elites who are snobbish to the extreme and proud 
of their long line of relatives that extend back to Spain and a connection with colonial times. In fact, when 
the haughty, yet broke and bedraggled Escobars find themselves on the Hacienda, they are informed that 
the “patron” of the hacienda (the owner) maintains total control over everyone, “as in colonial times.”  In 
theory, the Escobars would have been a part of that world, and the fact that they are now assuming the 
role of “peon” and even wearing the clothing that one would wear makes the reversal of social class 
privilege all the more satisfying. At the time of the film, the Mexican elites were in the process of losing 
many of the previous privileges as land reform was implemented and “ejidos” formed by the people of a 
certain state or municipality took ownership of the great “latifundios” or estates.   
 
Fijate Que Suave / Look, How Smooth (1948):         Fíjate Qué Suave (Look, How Smooth) is one of two 
comedic farces released within a year (1948) that features the wildly popular duo, Manolín and 
Shilinsky.  Like many of Bustillo Oro’s films that served as showcases for a popular artist or musical genre 
(mariachis from Jalisco, marimba “son” of Chiapas), much of the film includes performances from the 
artists. In this case, Manolín and Shilinsky perform their comedy act, which included singing, dancing, and 
playing Russian folk tunes, dances, and instruments (the balalaika), which derived from Shilinsky’s 
heritage (Lithuania / Russia), and the fact that he was a part of the “carpas” (tent shows), which had been 
established by Russians, and which carried on the tradition of Russian traveling variety shows. In Fíjate 
Qué Suave, the comedic farce rises to a higher level than in Bustillo Oro’s other films as the “naif” 
(Manolin) is persuaded to masquerade as Shilinsky’s love interest’s hyper-protective godmother. The 
scenes in which Manolin (as Manolita, the godmother), glides about in her elaborate turn-of-the-century 
dresses, and raps (rather, whacks) the knuckles of the groping suitors, is pure comedy gold, as are the 
scenes in which “Manolita” embraces the nubile, innocent heiresses in lascivious shows of affection, and 
instructs them how to dance, to optimize “her” opportunities for groping. In the meantime, Shilinsky is 
dismayed by the miscarriage of his scheme to find a way to protect his girlfriend from the attentions of 
gold-digging suitors, as Manolín uses his position as godmother to fondle the girls, and to inadvertently 
divert their attention, as they both suddenly find the godmother a much meatier and lucrative target than 
the thin, bland sisters.   
 
Dos de la Vida Airada / Two from the Criminal Live (1948): Shilinsky:         
Shilinsky is quick-witted and willing to fashion himself and Manolin for any business proposition that 
comes their way, with just a few exceptions – when he feels his honor has been sullied. For example, 
when Manolin finds a letter from Don Laureano to his daughter, Lolita, in which he gives an extremely 
expensive diamond necklace, he is eager to jump in and steal it from them. However, when Jacinto, 
Lolita’s gold-digging thief husband steals the necklace from the safe, he realizes that he and Manolin will 
be blamed and he abandons his plans in favor of catching and bringing Jacinto to justice.       
 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello / Only Veracruz Is Beautiful (1948):        There are many points of deception in 
Solo Veracruz Es Bello, and it essentially carries the central mystery of the story and inserts tension and 
uncertainty into what could be simply a vehicle for celebrating regional music and culture. The first 



deception occurs when Don Ramón decides to masquerade as Licensiado Gutiérrez in order to protect 
himself and to find out who murdered the geologist who was mistaken for Don Ramón. The other 
deceptions reveal themselves as layers in an onion (granted a small onion with few layers). Don Teodoro 
has hidden the final will and testament of his brother, knowing that if Don Ramón is considered missing or 
dead, and the will is not found, he can exploit loopholes in the law and receive the estate, which is 
conveniently located next door.  The other deception has to do with the trap that is set, as the supposed 
legal representative, Lic. Gutiérrez (really Don Ramón in disguise), demands 10,000 pesos in order to 
keep a secret about the fact that there really is a will. Other deceptions are not intentional – the empleado 
who first sends the anonymous letter to Don Ramón, is either very deaf, or has selective hearing. He 
knows where the will is, but has difficulty communicating it. When he finally does, a denouement is finally 
possible. 
 
Las Aventuras de Pito Perez / The Adventures of Pito Perez (1957):         The “vida inutil” (useless or 
futile life) of Pito Perez asks the reader or viewer to evaluate one’s own ideas about usefulness or 
uselessness. In the final analysis, what is “useful”? Pito discovers that the pillars of society are corrupt, 
hollow, or worse – spiritually dead. Jose de Jesus Jimenez, the druggist and owner of an apothecary 
shop spends his time eating and sleeping, and gives responsibility for prescriptions to his assistant, Pito. 
Pito is utterly irresponsible and thus undermines all of the owners “usefulness” as a business owner. 
Jovita, his wife, is supposedly a moral pillar and filled with procreative energy, but spends her time 
harassing Pito and blackmailing him for massages.  The priests in the church are spiritually empty, and 
their sermons are equally devoid of meaning to the listers since they are given in Latin and not Spanish. 
With meaningless sermons (or if they have meaning, they are assigned meaning by the listener), there is 
not a pathway to enlightenment. Conversely, the spiritual teachings reinforce a profoundly nihilistic view 
of life, completely at odds with the stated mission of the Church. 
 
 
 
 


